


LUXURY ITALY 8 days / 7 nights

Rates starting from EUR 2.149,00 per person – in double room

ITINERARY

Have a wonderful time in Italy as you discover 3 of its most beautiful cities: Rome, 
Florence and Venice! With this PRESTIGE package, you can have a charming stay as we 
offer you a range of exclusive services with unmatched elegance and detailed care, able to
satisfy the highest of expectations! 

Private HD City Tour of Rome by Car with Guide
We will pick you up at the hotel. Tour departs from Via Veneto, the street made famous by 
Fellini's 1960 film "La Dolce Vita". These days, it draws many tourists charmed by the 
many open-air cafes that line the sidewalks. Throwing coins into the Trevi Fountain is a 
must for every visitor. It is said that a visitor is sure to return to Rome if he makes a wish at
the fountain, recognized as the biggest and most significant Baroque fountain of Rome. 
The tour also stops at the Pantheon, a prime architectural wonder of Ancient Rome. 
Studied by Michelangelo, it is the burial place of Raffaello and Italian Kings. 
The last stop is Navona Square. Once a stadium built by Caesar Domiziano in 92 AD, it is 
now known as the Square of the Artists and for also known for Bernini's Four River's 
Fountain. At the end of the tour, we will transfer you back to the hotel.

Private HD Walking Tour of Florence with Entrance to Uffizi or Accademia
With our expert guide, enjoy a walk through the most fascinating and interesting places of 
Florence: Repubblica Square, the Cathedral with Brunelleschi's Dome (exterior), the 
Baptistery with its famous Gates of Paradise (exterior), Signoria Square with its Palazzo 
Vecchio (exterior) and Loggia dei Lanzi. 
Take a few minutes to take pictures, before meeting the guide to enter the Uffizi Gallery. 
Visit its famous and beautiful collections of Italian Renaissance paintings. The tour will 
finish with a beautiful view of Florence from Uffizi terrace. 
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Private HD Walking Tour of Venice with guide
This private walking tour includes the entrance to San Marco Basilica. Have a walk 
outdoors through the most characteristic and important places regarding the history of 
Venice. An essential tour for the total experience of Venice!

Route: 
- Piazza San Marco - Origins, history and description of the main monuments: Basilica San
Marco (entrance included), Palazzo Ducale, Bell Tower, Clock Tower and Procuratie.
- Santa Maria Formosa - Learn about the history and anecdotes related to this wonderful 
and characteristic square.
- Marco Polo's House and Malibran Theater - Learn how the anecdotes and past and 
recent history cross each other in this beautiful corner of Venice.
Return to San Marco through the Mercerie, a vital connection between Rialto and San 
Marco and the main street for city shopping.

Highlights
- 3 nights accommodation with BB service in 5 or 4 stars superior hotel in Rome
- 2 nights accommodation with BB service in 5 or 4 stars superior hotel in Florence and 
Venice
- Private HD city tour of Rome by car including guide
- Private HD walking tour of Florence with guide including entrance to Uffizi or Accademia
- Private HD walking tour of Venice with guide including entrance to San Marco Basilica
- Enogastronomic dinner in a typical Florentine Trattoria with Bistecca alla Fiorentina Menu

Includes
- 5 or 4-stars superior hotel accommodations with BB service in Rome, Florence, and 
Venice*
- Private transfer from airport to hotel in Rome
- Private transfer from hotel to airport in Venice
- Private transfers in Rome, Florence and Venice from/to Hotel/Train Station
- Train ticket from Rome to Florence and to Venice (First Class)
- Enogastronomic dinner in a typical Florentine Trattoria 
- Private guided tours and Gondola Ride (30 mins)
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CINEMA  TOUR 8 days / 7 nights

Rates: starting from EUR 1.869,00 per person – in double room
Italia…land of cinema & movies.... land of great actor and director (Fellini, S. Loren, M. 
Mastroianni, Zeffirelli, Visconti, Benigni..and more

  

ITINERARY

Day 1 
La dolce vita day in Rome (accommodation for 2 nights) 
The tour starts in Rome. After hotel accommodation we enjoy “La Dolce Vita” tour discovering the locations 
where Fellini lionized the international jet-set with the movie “La Dolce Vita”. Walking in the elegant central 
streets we admire Piazza by Bernini, one of the most important baroque examples by Bernini and Borromini, 
with the famous Fountain of Tritone. We will be astonished by the imposing Trevi Fountain. Here the triumph 
of La Dolce Vita found place with the image of Anita Eckberg in the middle of the fountain water, standing 
between Neptune and the two Tritons. Visit the Pantheon, a Roman Temple, guardian of the tombs of 
Raphael and of some of the Past Italian Kings. 

Day 2 
Cinecitta' day 
In the morning guided tour of the Vatican Museums with the famous Michelangelo’s Sistine Chapel and to 
the St. Peter’s Basilica. In the afternoon enjoy a guided tour to the “Gladiator” sights from the Ancient Roman
Empire: the Coliseum, the Roman and Imperial Forum, the Palatine Hill. You visit will end in Cinecitta' 
Studios. 

Day 3 
Luchino Visconti day and transfer to Venice (accommodation for 3 nights) 
After breakfast we move to Venice (540 km). After hotel accommodation, we start our visit strolling around in 
the and visiting the areas of the Jewish Ghetto, Cannaregio, Fondamenta Nuove, and the inside of the 
famous Teatro La Fenice, the city historical opera theatre. At sunset enjoy an unforgettable Gondola cruise 
along the channels, like in the movie “Morte a Venezia” by Luchino Visconti, inspired by the so-called book 
by Thomas Mann. 

Day 4 
Venice day 
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Full day in Venice, guided visit to the sights used as locations for the movies: Senso and Morte a Venezia by 
Luchino Visconti, Casanova by Lasse Hallström, etc... 

Day 5 
Biennale day 
According to the period we can see Biennale Movie Festival and most famous actors. 
If this is not possibile, we will visit the islands of Murano and Burano. 

Day 6 
Hollywood day and transfer to Como (accommodation for 1 night) 
In the morning leave by coach for Como. After hotel accommodation we board the ferry for a cruise on the 
lower part of the lake. Pass by Villa Pliniana, Villa Erba, Villa D’Este where parts of the movie “Ocean’s 
Twelve” were shot, Villa Pizzo with its big park, Villa Fontanelle (property of Versace Family), Villa Rosa that 
hosted Sir W. Churchill, Villa Passalacqua and Villa Hocevar where the musician V. Bellini lived. Then the 
legendary “Villa Cassinella” with its well pruned cypress trees. One of the villas is owned by the Hollywood 
star George Cluney who fell in love with this area, same as Brad Pitt. Stop in Bellagio, the pearl of the lake, 
with its enchanted Villa Serbelloni, the romantic Botanical Gardens surrounding Villa Melzi, and the typical 
narrow streets with lots of shops. 

Day 7 
Cinema museum day and transfer to Turin (accommodation for 1 night) 
Turin is the historical city devoted to Cinema, creating the first Studios in Italy, long before Cinecitta'. Our visit
will start at the National Museum of Cinema, housed inside the Mole Antonelliana, outstanding building from 
1863 designed by Alessandro Antonelli. The Museum is unique, and recognized as the most important in the 
world. At the end we suggest to relax at the historical cafe' from the mid-1800s, where you can sip the typical
“bicerin” drink savouring its bittersweet flavour of chocolate, coffee and cream. 

Day 8 
Departure day 
The last day of our tour will end with brekfast in our hotel in Turin, afterwards individual departure.
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CINQUE TERRE AND SURROUNDINGS
5 days / 4 nights
Rates: starting from EUR 1.425,00 per person – in double room

ITINERARY

Day 1 
Lerici (2 nights) 
Arrival in Lerici. After hotel accommodation, visit Lerici, known as “The pearl of the Gulf”. Free time to dis-
cover the town. 
Dinner in Lerici. 
Day 2 
Portovenere 
Departure by boat to Portovenere, a characteristic medioeval village and lunch. 
In the afternoon, visit to the island of Palmaria. 
Return to the hotel free dinner and overnight. 
Day 3 
Cinque terre and Rapallo (2 nights) 
Departure to Cinque Terre by boat to see Riomaggiore, Manarola, a nice medioeval village, Vernazza and 
the last of the village of Cinque Terre, Monterosso.In the late afternoon you’ll reach Rapallo by bus for hotel 
accomodation. 
Day 4 
Rapallo – Santa Margherita - Portofino 
Free morning to visit Rapallo, its historical center and the “carruggi” and the promedade along the sea coast; 
Vittorio Veneto, Rotonda Marconi, tha Castle. In the late morning , you’ll reach by boat Santa Margherita for 
a visit and free lunch. In the afternoon, you’ll visit Portofino by boat. 
Return back to the hotel and overnight. 
Day 5 
In the morning, departure for Camogli and tour: Chiesa di Santa Maria Assunta, Acquario del Tirreno (Castel 
Dragone), Museo Marinaro “Gio Bono Ferrari”. Free lunch in Camogli. In the afternoon, you’ll reach San 
Fruttuoso by boat to visit the island and it’s Abbey. 
In the late afternoon, transfer to Genoa and hotel accomodation. Day 6 
After the hotel check out, tour of the city of Genoa to visit: Old Port Area, Palazzo Ducale, Historic Centre, 
Cristopher Columbus home. 
In the afternoon, Individual departure. terwards individual departure.
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 DESIGN TOUR 9 days / 8 nightsnights
Rates: starting from EUR 2.855,00 per person – in double room

ITINERARY

Day 1 
Milan day (accomodation for 3 nights) 
Our tour starts in Milan with a stay in a luxury hotel. In the morning we will have a sightseeing tour to admire 
Duomo, the elegant Vittorio Emanuele 2nd Gallery designed by Giuseppe Mengoni, the worldwide famous 
Scala Opera House, and shopping in Via Torino and Corso Vittorio Emanuele. Our first design tour is 
scheduled for the afternoon, visiting main outlet stores and stock houses where the main brands are kept 
and winding up with an evening aperitif at a design house. 

Day 2 
Young designers day-trip 
The morning of the second day will be dedicated to the second design tour. In the afternoon, you’ll be able to
go design shopping at the showrooms of young designers and outlets. Possible visit to Macef or 
International Furniture Fair. Dinner will be served at a design house or in a typical restaurant with cabaret or 
live music in Navigli area with its picturesque channels. 

Day 3 
Brianza day-trip 
The third day will feature an excursion to the Brianza area (60 km), a green and hilly area famous to be one 
of the main Italian Design district. We will visit best industrial brand famous in all the world that range design 
from furniture to accessories, from house electrical to system lighting and other productions. 

Day 4 
Florence day (accommodation for 2 nights) 
We drive to Florence where we’ll stay at a high level hotel. In the afternoon of the first day, we’ll discover the 
newer stylists and the local handicraft. You’ll discover some of the most typical ancient workshops in the city, 
located in Santo Spirito area, craftsmen making leather, gold, silver, furniture restoration, Florentine paper…. 
We’ll end the day with dinner at a design house. 

Day 5 
Italian Classic day-trip 
On the second day in Florence the morning will be dedicated to excursion outside Florence to a famous Mall 
with lots of outlet stores, selling the main fashion brands and griffe representing the best of Classic Italian 
Style. In the afternoon we’ll visit a Tuscan design cantina. 
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Day 6 
Rome day (accommodation for 3 nights) 
The last stage of our tour will takes us to Rome (290 km). Here we will stay at the De Russie or the Art By 
The Spanish Steps hotel. After a welcome cocktail at the hotel, you’ll be left to your own devices on the first 
day. 

Day 7 
Roman style day. 
The second day will consist of a design tour, with the possibility of design shopping and dinner at a design 
house. We will discover the roman and Italian style (in the buildings, statues, fountains, ruins, etc..) that 
influenced most great painters and artists. 

Day 8 
Sightseeing day 
This day will include a guided tour of the city’s beauty spots. You’ll be able to go shopping in the centre, and 
discover some of the lesser-known shops and stylists of the new Rome. 

Day 9 
Departure day 
Individual departure after breakfast and check-out.

ACCOMODATION
- Milan (3 nights) 
- Florence (2 nights) 
- Rome (3 nights)

HIGHLIGHTS
Visit to showrooms of young designers 
Handicraft places visit 
Famous designers companies visit 
Outlet visit 
Design Shopping 
Production sites visit in Brianza 
Visit to a Tuscan design cantina 
Aperitifs and dinner in characteristics design houses

TRANSPORTATION
Indipendent Tours 
Private car,Public transportation,Boats (when necessary) 
Semi-guided Tours 
Private car,Public transportation,Private luxury buses, 
Boats (when necessary)
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ITALY … LAND OF BEAUTIES11 days / 10 nights
Rates: starting from EUR 5.999,00 per person – in double room

Do you love luxurious, historical hotels? This is the tour for you! 

On this essential highlights tour, visit Italy’s most magical cities: Florence, Milan, Venice and the enchanting 
Amalfitan Coast, discovering the most beautiful places of this region, full of colours and light. 

Florence, birthplace of the Renaissance, is one of the most beautiful cities in the world. Its palaces, churches
and museums overflow with masterful paintings and sculpture. 
Milan, city of businessmen, city of fashion and luxury. Discovery this trendy city is guarantee for an unforget-
table visit. 
Built on over 100 islets, linked by 400 bridges, Venice is the only city in the world that is built entirely on wa-
ter. The city has captivated poets, painters and writers for centuries and continues to charm visitors with its 
fragile beauty. 

A visit to Italy is a lesson in living well. Open-air vegetable and fruit markets, neighborhood bakeries and 
fresh cheeses made daily are fixtures of Italian life. Tradition reigns: Neighbours still meet in the piazza to 
discuss the day, laundry is still line-dried, even in the largest of cities, and the passeggiata (leisurely stroll) is 
still made in the evening air – preferably with a gelato in hand. From the mountains to the coasts, the em-
phasis is on simple pleasures and high quality. 
Goditi il "bello" italiano!

PERIOD 
All year

REGIONS 
CAMPANIA - TUSCANY - VENETO - LOMBARDY

CITIES
Amalfitan Coast - Florence - Venice - Milan
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ITINERARY

Amalfitan Coast days (accommodation for 3 nights) 

Day 1 
Amallfi day-trip 
One of Italy’s most spectacular stretches of coastline set the stage for this idyllic tour. Our pathways high in 
the hills offer superb views as well as a glimpse of simple village life far removed from the hubbub of the 
coast. 
Positano or Ravello we will visit the town of Amalfi with its unusual Duomo and enjoy boat rides on the 
astonishingly blue waters of the Mediterranean. 

Day 2 
Pompeii day-trip 
Our stay at the Amalfitan Coast is great paired with an exhilarating visit to Pompeii. 

Day 3 
Capri day-trip 
We will also have an excursion to beautiful island of Capri. 

Renaissance days – Florence (accommodation for 3 nights) 

Day 4 
Florence day 
Florence and Tuscany are the cradle of Italian Reinessance. The tour will start visiting best museums (as 
Uffizi Gallery), cultural sites, best craftsman’s shop and best goldsmith with possible shopping in Ponte 
Vecchio. 

Day 5 
San Gimignano day-trip 
Tuscany is not only history and art but also fabulous and green landscapes. We will discover San Gimignano
the “village of one hundred towers”. 

Day 6 
Maremma day-trip 
At our last day in Tuscany we will get to know the wonderful landscape of the Maremma. 

Romantic days – Venice (accommodation for 2 nights) 

Day 7 
Venice day 
We will transfer by private coach to the city of romance, Venice and stop in the docks. Then we will take the 
“vaporetto” ferry to Venice island where we have a special tour, including: St. Mark’s Square with its 
enchanting Basilica, the Doges’ Palace, walk in the famous Bridge of Sigh which links the Palace to the 
Prisons, where Casanova was also jailed, and from which he made a fabulous escape. 

Day 8 
Murano and Burano day 
We also will have a free time to stroll around the streets, canals and over the bridges. We will enjoy a 
Gondola cruise and take time to visit Murano and Burano, two small island near Venice famous in all the 
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world for glasses and laces production. According to the period we will have possibility to visit Venice Movie 
Festival and take part to famous Venice Carnival walking by the city dressing typical masquerades. 

Fashion days – Milan (accommodation for 2 nights) 

Day 9 
Trendy Milan 
We will move to Milan where will meet our personal guide, english speaking, who will pick up the group at the
hotel and will show Milan, in the most famous area with its trendy places and clubs for the Milan Happy Hour.
The Happy hour of Milan is the coolest in Italy and we can drink and have food in private and exclusive party.

Day 10 
Shopping in Milan 
The next day you will have a guided tour to the best shopping places in Milan. 

Day 11 
Departure day 
Our last day in Milan will end with breakfast in our hotel, afterwards individual departure. 
The Tour can also be inverted!!! 

ACCOMODATION
- Amalfitan Coast (3 nights) 
- Florence (3 nights) 
- Venice (2 nights) 
- Milan (3 nights)

HIGHLIGHTS
Amalfitan coast and Pompeii 
Italian romantic cities 
Best golf courts (on request) 
Best Italian country lands 
Private visit to best museums and cultural sites 
Fashion and design

TRANSPORTATION
Indipendent Tours 
Private car,Public transportation,Boats (when necessary) 
Semi-guided Tours 
Private car,Public transportation,Private luxury buses, 
Boats (when necessary) 
Fully-guided Tours 
Private luxury buses,Boats (when necessary)
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FEEL THE NATURE 09 days / 08 nights
Rates: starting from EUR 2.065,00 per person – in double room

Loose yourself in the wonders of Mother Nature. Enjoy guided visits to the Italian National Parks and Animal 
Sanctuaries with trekking, bird-watching, whale-watching, photo-workshops... 
Our naturalistic and wildlife tour escorts visitors through an hidden, enchanting, attractive Italy, where 
professionals work every day to guard protect areas with passion and energy. 

Abruzzo: National park, Gran Sasso National Park, Majella National Park, Sirente-Velino National Park. 
There are also some WWF-Italy oasis. Three of them (Lago di Penne, Majella Orientale and Serranella) 
coincide with the territory protected by the Region. The other three oasis are located on very interesting 
areas from a naturalistical point of view; they are directly run on the basis of rental agreements with public 
and private owners. 

Protected area of Aosta Valley is constituted by Gran Paradiso National Park and three recent natural 
reserves to permit safeguard a natural, geomorphologic, vegetation and fauna patrimony, extremely rich. 
Gran Paradiso National Park was the first national park established in Italy. It includes a large territory of high
mountains, from the 800 meters of the bottom of the valleys to the 4,061 meters of the Gran Paradiso peak. 
Larch and fir woods, wide alpine grasslands, rocks, and glaciers make up an ideal scenery for the life of a 
rich and various fauna and for a visit leading to the discovery of the wonderful world of the high mountains. 

And last, but not least, the Italian parks and nature reserves preserve in their territories an enviable heritage 
of typical local products. It is essential to rediscover it and to make the most of it not only in order to protect 
the biodiversity, but also to support traditional activities and the economy of the territory in general. Feel the 
nature ! 
…Tuffati nel verde!

PERIOD 
April - October

REGIONS 
ABRUZZO - AOSTA VALLEY 

CITIES 
Differents natural places and small town in region indicated.

ITINERARY
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ABRUZZI PARKS (accommodation for 4 nights) 

Day 1 
Abruzzo National Park 
Parco Nazionale d'Abruzzo, Lazio e Molise, famous in Italy, and all over the world, as a model for nature 
conservation and environmental safeguard. 
The visits to the park are controlled and selected, and many things are being done to make this Park 
increasingly modern and efficient. The Centers consist of one or more structures like Museums, Faunistic 
Areas (a "practicing place" where you learn to observe, know, and respect the most beautiful and 
endangered fauna), and Botanic Gardens. 
The Park Authority is providing each town with a thematic center, like the one dedicated to the wolf in 
Civitella Alfedena or to the bear in Villavallelonga. Once we will enter the park we continue our visit on foot 
taking part in the guided hikes organized by the Park Authority. Only in this way you will be able to perceive 
the presence of the animals, to observe the natural environments, and to enjoy the contact with nature. 

Day 2 
Gran Sasso National Park. 
An European Monument to Biodiversity Parco Nazionale del Gran Sasso e Monti della Laga covers an area 
of 150,000 hectares. It is one of the largest parks in Italy. It offers a number of proposals, itineraries and visits
for every season thanks to the richness of its habitats, of its massifs and thanks to the charming historical-
architectonical evidences. 
The park is made up of three mountain groups: the chain of Gran Sasso d'Italia, the massif of Laga, and 
Monti Gemelli. Over 2,000 species of plants live in the park territory. The remarkable richness of the 
vegetation is due to the high altitudes, which almost reach 3,000 meters, and to the different geological 
substrata of the main massifs. Many animals, birds, big herbivores and other mammals live in this territory: 
The most interesting species of the Park is the Abruzzo chamois, an animal which we can find only in the 
Apennines, and which lived completely safe on Gran Sasso until last century. 
We will use some of the 80 Itineraries in Gran Sasso e Monti della Laga National Park, to discover the 
natural and cultural treasures of the Park, the fauna and the flora, along wonderful itineraries on foot, by 
mountain bike and on horseback. 
We will also discover the ancient cultural tradition of the populations living in the park is witnessed by several
handicrafts, tasty gastronomical products, and local folkloric expressions which play an important role both 
from a cultural and a tourist point of view. 

It is impossible to mention every peculiarity and typical product of the 44 towns and of the hundreds of little 
villages scattered throughout the park territory; as far as craftsmanship is concerned, the ceramists of 
Castelli, the master-saddlers of L'Aquila, the coppersmiths of Tossiccia, the stone-dressers of Amatrice, the 
coalmen of Arquata del Tronto are the most representative realities. 

Day 3 
Silente-Velino Natural Park 
The middle valley of the Aterno, the Subequana valley, the "Altopiano delle Rocche", and the northern part of
Marsica are the four areas involved by Parco Naturale Regionale del Sirente-Velino: a territory rich in history,
in valuable historical, architectonic, and archaeological aspects, in unique natural environments, in 
suggestive Apennine sceneries, and in rare faunal and floral specimens. Each one of the four above-
mentioned areas has its own unique features, and this makes Parco del Sirente-Velino an original place. 
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Day 4 
Majella Natural Park 
Majella National Park is characterized by a territory dominated of mountains: as a matter of fact, the 55% of it
is over the 2,000 meters. It includes widelands with particular wilderness aspects, the rarest and most 
precious part of the biodiversity national heritage. 
At the moment - as far as we know - the Park houses over 78% of the species of mammals (except 
Cetaceans) living in Abruzzi, and over 45% of the Italian species. Considering the lack of data on some 
numerous groups like insectivorous species and chiropters, we can state that the Park is a real "hot spot" for 
biodiversity conservation also in these fields. 
The diversity of the environments, the richness of nature, the evidences left by the human presence make 
Majella the ideal place to go hiking, an activity giving the visitor the opportunity to discover the most 
concealed aspects of the area. 
The itineraries for trekking-lovers are sometimes long and tiring; those mainly developing in the high 
mountains are less tiring but nevertheless demanding, both for the climatic conditions and the orienteering 
difficulties. The entrance to the park is free. 

AOSTA VALLEY PARK & NATURAL RESERVES (accommodation for 4 nights) 

 

Day 5 
Gran Paradiso Natural Park 
After Abruzzi we will move to northern Italy in 

Aosta Valley for the second part of tour. 
Parco Nazionale del Gran Paradiso was the first national park established in Italy. It includes a large territory 
of high mountains, from the 800 meters of the bottom of the valleys to the 4,061 meters of the Gran Paradiso
peak. Larch and fir woods, wide alpine grasslands, rocks, and glaciers make up an ideal scenery for the life 
of a rich and various fauna and for a visit leading to the discovery of the wonderful world of the high 
mountains. 
The territory of the Park, between the Piedmont and Aosta Valley regions, extends itself for about 70,000 
hectares in a mainly Alpine environment. The mountains of the Gran Paradiso group have been in the past 
carved and shaped by great glaciers and by streams, which led to the formation of the current valleys. Going 
up along the slopes the trees are replaced by wide alpine pastures, which are rich in flowers in the late 
spring. Going higher again the landscape is characterized by rocks and glaciers, up to the highest peaks of 
the massif reaching the 4000 metres with the Gran Paradiso peak. 
There are signaled nature trails and itineraries which, with the help of a brochure and some signals on the 
ground, give the visitor the opportunity to learn something about the environment and the local realities. 
Natural Reserves 
Aosta Valley is rich of natural reserves plunged in a typical alpine environment, presenting woods and 
grasslands, heaps of stones and rocky walls, lakes and wetlands. Our tour will bring us on special itineraries 
to discover some of these reserves: 
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Day 6 
Marais. 
Typical fluvial environment, sheltered by the right orographic side of Valle d'Aosta. The dimensions of the 
area are limited, and it derives from the hydroelectric blocking of a part of the Dora Baltea. The Marais 
wetland includes a part of the left bank of the river and two small islands covered by woods. 

Day 7 
Tsatelet. 
It is a particularly interesting area from a geomorphological and archaeological point of view, with typical 
sceneries of low mountain slopes with southern exposure. The reserve is formed by a big rocky hillock 
dominating the Aosta plain and situated at the confluence of the valley of Buthier with the Dora Baltea valley. 
The morphology, of glacial origins, is due to the action of the glaciers which crossed the two valleys until 
10.000 years ago. 

Day 8 
Stagno di Holey.
A wetland of extremely small dimensions and of a high naturalistic importance, given the presence of relict 
flora and fauna, unique or very rare in Valle d'Aosta. 

Day 9 
Departure day 
Breakfast in our accommodation in Aosta Valley, afterwards indivdiual departure.

ACCOMODATION
- Abruzzo (4 nights) 
- Valle D'Aosta (4 nights)

HIGHLIGHTS
National parks 
Natural reserves 
Fauna watching 
Major lakes and natural places 
The Castelli majolica 
Trekking and hiking excursions

TRANSPORTATION
Indipendent Tours 
Private car,Public transportation,Boats (when necessary) 
Semi-guided Tours 
Private car,Public transportation,Private luxury buses, 
Boats (when necessary) 
Fully-guided Tours 
Private luxury buses,Boats (when necessary)

EVENTS
According to the period we can visit some special nature events like: 
- Tours in the Park with Snow Rackets (Gran Paradiso) 
- On Foot Among the Clouds (Gran Paradiso) 
- Basic Courses of Naturalistic Hiking (Majella Park) 
- Vivi il bosco: Flowers, Fruits, and Colors (Gran Sasso) 
- The Animals' Traces
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FOOD AND CITY FESTIVAL TOURS 08 days / 07 nights
Rates: starting from EUR 1.945,00 per person – in double room

Italia…land of world famous cooking tradition and ancient traditions… 

Festivals, folklore, tradition, are not only show and amusing time but represent the secret of a land, the spirit 
of its people and recalling ancient histories that testified the local identity along the centuries. Like the 
“Taranta’s night”, an ancient special event characterized by unique musical rhythms and frantic dances. 

Plunged in the south of Italy we will discover most characteristics places where live old traditions, where 
people turn prays to their patrons and land in a special sacred and profane mix. 
We will live these moments to better understand the secret, the soul of a land. 

Delicious local food, lively ceremonies, music and dances will surround you with a joyous colours and 
fragrances. 
Scopri l’anima e i sapori del Sud!

PERIOD 
all year

REGIONS 
SICILY - PUGLIA

CITIES
Palermo - Agrigento or Trapani - Syracuse - Catania – Bari
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ITINERARY

Day 1 
Palermo day (accommodation for 1 night) 
The tour will start in Palermo. In the evening enjoy a nice stroll in the streets of Palermo by night or - if 
scheduled – possibility to assist a typical show of Pupi Siciliani (Sicilian Puppet Theatre), proclaimed by 
Unesco as one of the masterpieces of the oral and intangible heritage of humanity. 

Day 2 
Agrigento day or Trapani day (accommodation for 1 night) 
Agrigento, where a local expert will be our guide through the Valley of the Temples, as we view some of the 
best preserved Greek temples in the world. If it is possible, we will take part to “Tipic Cake Feast”, “Ricotta 
Feast” or “Flowered Almond Feast”. 
Trapani celebrates the “Grapes & Wine Feast”, the “Cheese & Ricotta Feats” with exhibition and tasting, 
“Cous cous” and “San Vito Feast”, three days in honour to local patron with typical parades. 
According to the period, we will attend it. 

Day 3 
Syracus day (accommodation for 1 night) 
Syracuse offers to its visitors particularly fascinating tourist routes because of its urban landscape’s 
exclusivity, the variety of its cultural heritage, witness of its many rulers (Greek-Hellenistic, early-Christian, 
Byzantine, Arabic, Svevian, Hispanic-Catalan, Baroque) all flourished within a unique Mediterranean 
environment. 
Some traditional feasts are: “Orange Feast” in honour of best local product famous in all the world (the 
oranges) and the “Infiorata”, a special folklore among the best ones in all Sicily. 
According to the period, we will e able to attend one of them. 

Day 4 
Catania day (accommodation for 1 night) 
But we will also learn the secrets of Italian cuisine: in Catania, after hotel accommodation, we will transfer to 
a converted dairy farm, our cooking headquarters near Ragusa, where we'll be greeted by our chefs. We'll 
prepare the rustic pasta and breads that are made from the locally grown hard-wheat flour, as well as 
seasonal dishes based on the freshest produce. Lunch is complemented by an excellent Nero d'Avola wine. 

Day 5 
Transfer and Bari day (accommodation for 3 nights) 
After breakfast we will leave Catania for Bari. 
The rest of the day we will have free time for getting to know the capital of Puglia. 
Bari is internationally renowned for its “Fiera del Levante” Expo Centre. In the old city with its narrow streets, 
is the St. Nicola Basilica, first example of the Pugliese romanic style, in its crypt are the relics of the Saint, 
mariners’ guardian. Continue on to Castel del Monte for a guided visit, it is the famous octagonal castle 
wanted by the emperor Federico 2nd of Svevia in the 1200. 
Bari celebrates the “Bread in Square Feast” and “Caciocavallo Festival”. 
According to the period, we will move around to other small villages, where we will attend typical festivals 
and feasts. 

Day 6 
Alberobello day-trip 
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We will discover Alberobello, part of UNESCO world heritage thanks to its original monuments called “trulli” 
and the local “Legumes Feast”. 

Day 7 
Locorotondo day-trip 
We will also do an excursion to Locorotondo, located in the picturesque Itria Valley land, scattered by trulli 
and typical wine farms, it dominates. Folklore is represented by “Gnummered Suffuchete Feast”. 

Day 8 
Departure day 
The tour will end with individual departure after breakfast.

ACCOMODATION
- Palermo (1 night)
- Agrigento (1 night)
- Syracuse (1 night)
- Catania (1 night)
- Bari (3 nights)

HIGHLIGHTS
Typical feasts 
Traditional fairs 
Special holidays 
Food & wine tours 
Cooking lessons

TRANSPORTATION
Fully-guided Tours 
Private luxury buses,Boats (when necessary)
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FOOD AND CITY FESTIVAL TOURS 09 days / 08 nights
Rates: starting from EUR 2.899,00 per person – in double room

Italia…land of traditions…

Like his unique gastronomy that makes this country capital of food&wine, famous in all the world. Do you 
want to taste the typical Italian flavours? Great food and wine are an integral part of Italian life. We give you 
the possibility to discover the traditional Italian cooking going across the different regions and the great 
variety of Italian foods and wines plunged in unique lands, riches of history.

We will visit the wine’s roads in historical sites. We will have some cooking class and dinner in high quality 
restaurants (with famous and celebrated chef), in agriturisms and typical Italian trattorias where discover the 
secrets of home made cuisine and how prepare the traditional dishes (pasta, meat, fish and other delights). 
And also we will learn how prepare an original delicious Italian pizza… 

You will become real gourmets! Buon appetito!

REGIONS 
UMBRIA - TUSCANY - EMILIA ROMAGNA

CITIES 
- Perugia (2 days) 
- Montefalco 
- Spello 
- Montepulciano 
- Montalcino 
- S. Gimignano 
- Siena (1 day) 
- Firenze ( 1 day) 
- Bologna 
- Modena 
- Parma (3 days) 
- Piacenza surrounding
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ITINERARY

Day 1 
Baci at Perugia (accommodation for 2 nights) 
Here, in 1922 born the world famous “bacio” . 
After individual arrival and hotel accommadtion, you will visit historic Perugina, famous for his history and for 
chocolate. 
Later you will partecipate to your chocolate tasting and cooking lesson. 
Before dinner you will visit the famous “Lungarotti wine and oil museum” with tasting of their products. 
Tonight you will dine in an elegant restaurant whose innovative menu is complemented by an excellent wine 
list. 

Day 2
Cucina ruspante day-trip 
In the morning reach Spello. The itinerary starts from the antique Roman gateways rich in history and art, 
among the narrow lanes that offer, besides unexpected masterpieces like the Cappella Bella painted by Pin-
turicchio, prospects of rare beaty of the Umbrian Valley. 
You continue to Montefalco where the historical local Sagrantino wine is produced. The red Sagrantino of 
Montefalco is one of the finest expressions of Italian wine making. Here you can enjoy its tasting. 
In the evening you will participate at your high level cooking lesson, using local fresh produces as you learn 
how to quickly and easily produce savory dishes duplicated when you return home. 
After cooking lesson you will savour an italian aperitif and you will taste what you have prepared before. 

Day 3
Siena day-trip (accommodation for 2 nights) 
After breakfast you will leave for Montepulciano where you could enjoy the amazing landscape and the tasty 
local products like different types of wines. 
In the afternoon you will reach the magnificent city of Siena where a local guide will assist you in a walking 
tour through the historic center of the town. In summer time we can take part at famous Palio. 
Tonight a very special evening awaits you - you are dining in the vineyard. 

Day 4
Chianti day 
An entire day dedicated to the amazing Chianti wine country. In the morning you will reach Montalcino for a 
private tasting of Chianti Classico and Super Tuscan vintages is followed by an explanation of the merits of 
extra-virgin olive oil and a visit to an olive oil mill. We will have knowledge of the world’s best olive oil! In the 
afternoon excursion to S.Gimignano to discover the etruscan village and visit particularly wine cellars with 
tasting of its wine and, cheese and “bruschette”.

Day 5
Florence day (accommodation for 1 night) 
In the morning you will transfer to Florence, where you will meet your guide for a walking gourmet tour in-
cluding ice cream, stopping in some typical pastry shop and also having a coffee tasting. The tour is done 
with emphasis on the culture of food in the history of this city. 
In the afternoon, if you are interested, you could have 2 options: you can enjoy a classic cooking lesson with 
the best cooking school in Florence, takes place in a magnificent layout, sorrounded by the hills of Florence, 
or you can have free time at leisure. 

Day 6
Balsamic vinegar day-trio (accommodation for 3 nights) 
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Changing region the tour take you in Emilia Romagna , land famous for his pasta, piadina and tortellini! 
In the morning departure to Bologna, and half day guided gourmet tour by walk. 
In the afternoon you will reach Modena, famous for his balsamic vinegar . 
Here local guide will explain you history and production techniques of Traditional Balsamic Vinegar of Mod-
ena; you also could visit the Acetaia where you will see barrels dating back as far as the 1700’s. 
You have opportunity to taste and purchase their products. 
You will enjoy dinner nearby at their restaurant – Acetaia Malpighi Restaurant-which features are typical 
dishes of Modenese cuisine and menus designed by their chefs with Traditional Balsamic Vinegar as a key 
ingredient of many dishes. 

Day 7
Parmesan day at Parma 
In the morning, you can enjoy a visit at Parmesan Factory where the world-wide famous Parmigiano Reg-
giano “Parmesan” cheese is made, with tasting of Parmesan cheese and also a visit to a “prosciuttificio” for 
an ham tasting. Here you will discover all of the process of making this delicious cheese, then enjoy tasting 
accompanied by a glass of the famous Lambrusco, typical wine of the region. In the afternoon, if you’re inter-
ested, you have the possibility to partecipate at a traditional and innovative culinary course directly at Barilla 
Academy manifacture, the world of Pasta; an unforgettable opportunity for FOOD LOVERS to discover the 
traditions, the ingredients and the allure of Italian gastronomic culture. 

Day 8
Ricordanze dei sapori day-trip 
This day is dedicated to the castles of the Ducato di Parma and Piacenza, where you can visit the Salame 
Felino museum and prosciutto museum. Depending in the period, you can take part at an historical recalling 
like the “Ricordanze dei sapori” a special event to discovery flavours, food culture and gastronomical tradi-
tions of this land. 
Dinner in a medieval castle. 

Day 9
Departure day 
After breakfast in our hotel in Parma, check-out and individual departure.

ACCOMODATION
- Perugia (2 nights) 
- Posta dei Donini (San Martino in Campo) or similar 
- Alla Corte del Sole (Petrignano) 
- Chianti Country (2 nights) 
- Relais della Rovere (Colle Val d’Elsa) or similar 
- Florence (1 night) 
- Hotel Adler Cavalieri or similar 
- Parma (3 nights) Grand Hotel de la Ville 

HIGHLIGHTS
Wine & Oil tasting tours 
Typical products tasting tours 
(Parma ham, aceto balsamico Modena and more…) 
Cheese and bread making visit 
Dinner in characteristics restaurants 
Chocolate cooking lesson 
“First class category” cooking lesson 
Pizza cooking class 
Visit at historical and cultural sites 
Gelato and coffee tasting 
Special events
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GOLF AND SHOPPING TOUR 09 days / 08 nights
Rates: starting from EUR 5.765,00  per person – in double room

ITINERARY

Day 1 
Golf at Lake Como (accommodation for 3 nights) 
Our tour will be a first class golf tour of the best courses and hotels in Lombardy. Travel to Villa d'Este on 
beautiful lake Como, ranked by Conde' Nast Traveler and Travel and Leisure as one the world's best resorts.
Play one of the most challenging and scenic par 69 golf courses in Europe at Villa d'Este . 

Day 2 
Fashion day-trip to Milan 
Our second day we will spend in the fashion-capital Milan. Shopping without any borders will be the topic of 
this day. In the evening we will have time to relax during a tipical apperitvo. 

Day 3 
Golf day-trip to Brescia 
The next day we travel to Italy's premier golf destinations, Palazzo Arzaga Hotel Spa and Golf Resort and 
play courses designed by Jack Nicklaus and Gary Player. 
The five star Palazzo Arzaga Hotel SPA & Golf Resort is the last word in elegance comfort and sports located
30 minutes from Verona beside Lake Garda and the Alps. Palazzo Arzaga is the finest golf resort in Northern 
Italy offering golfing and leisure vacations at one of the top luxury hotels in Europe. The hotel also features a 
wide range of treatments focused on wellness, relaxation, weight loss, fitness and beauty - all tailor-made ac-
cording to your needs. The full conference facilities allow you to combine business with golf and spa activit-
ies. 

Day 4 
Golf in Tuscany (accommodation for 3 nights) 
Our special tour will take us to Florence (300 km). 
Our accommodation will be the golf-hotel Poggio dei Medici, where we will spend the rest of our dy, playing 
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golf. 

Day 5 
Castellina in Chianti and Florence day-trip 
The day after we willl go to Castellina in Chianti, which is a picturesque town in the wonderful countryside of 
Chianti. 
After lunch we will move to Florence, where we will have the whole afternoon for sightseeing and shopping. 

Day 6 
Golf Club Ugolino day-trip 
The last day in Tuscany will bring us to Club Ugolino. The club was founded on the Via Chiantigiana in 1933 
and was designed by British architects Blandford and Gannon who had also designed the course at Monza 
near Milan. The course they drew was par 69 but was considered difficult, owing to the ups and downs, the 
many trees and the small greens. In the sixties the course was turned into a par 72 by Piero Mancinelli. 

Day 7 
Golf in Veneto (accommodation for 2 nights) 
We will spend our last days in Veneto, in an elegant hotel amid enchanting countryside. 
The Asolo Golf Club is the ideal place for both amateurs and professionals who can come here to train and 
improve their handicap. 

Day 8 
At our 2. day in Veneto it is possibile to play in the 150 other greens of the internationally known Golf Club 
Valsanzibio, Montecchia and Frassanelle, which are only a few kilometers away. 
Or it will be pssible to break near Padua, for a sightseeing and shopping tour. 

Day 9 
Departure day 
Our 3. and last day in Veneto will end with breakfast in our hotel, afterwards individual departure.

ACCOMODATION 
- Como (3 nights) 
- Florence and surronding (3 nights) 
- Veneto: Cavaso del Tomba (2 nights)

HIGHLIGHTS
First class golf clubs tour 
Post golf relax time 
Outlet visit & shopping tours 
Sight-seeing and cultural activities 
Gourmet restaurant 
Wine tasting 
Special Golf clinic.

TRANSPORTATION
Indipendent Tours 
Private car,Public transportation,Boats (when necessary) 
Semi-guided Tours 
Private car,Public transportation,Private luxury buses, 
Boats (when necessary)
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CASTLES AND MIDDLE AGES TOUR 09 days / 08 nights
Rates: starting from EUR 2.465,00  per person – in double room

Italia…land of ancient castles and middle ages places..…. 

Intrigues, mysteries, power struggles, armours and precious fabrics, strange recipes and games are the main
ingredients in these fascinating journey to inexpugnable fortresses and rooms full of secrets. Tradition and 
ancient customs …a journey through days of old, far from today’s globalised lifestyle, to discover genuine 
emotions. 
Old castles built in these lands keep ancient memories. Noble families, feudatories, leaders and warriors 
lived in these border lands that witness the bravery to fight enemies and invaders. 
But also great maecenas that availed by best artists to give magnificence to their residences. 
Refined courts, sweet and violent love stories, witness family and personal epics, struggles and betrayals. 
The castles are houses but also defensive ramparts, power centres, administrative and politic headquarters. 
We will discover the ancient traditions and costumes in a land rich of art and history. 
Tuffati nel Medioevo!

PERIOD 
ALL YEAR

REGIONS 
LOMBARDY - PIEDMONT - VALLE D'AOSTA - EMILIA ROMAGNA - TUSCANY

CITIES 
Milan - Turin - Ivrea - Piacenza - Parma - Siena
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ITINERARY

Day 1 
Milan day (accommodation for 1 night) 
The tour starts from Milan. We will move around the city centre going on through Vittorio Emanuele Gallery 
and reaching the Scala Opera House. Return to Duomo Square and walk along Via Mercanti, short stop at 
Mercanti Square, the only medieval square survived in the city, go on along the beautiful Via Dante and 
reach Sforza Castle for a guided visit. 

Day 2 
Turin day (accommodation for 1night) 
The day after we will move to Turin. Down the centuries, Turin has been a milestone in the European cultural
journey, inspiring famous writers to produce some of their most memorable pages. We will discover the regal
city Piazza Castello, the heart of the city, and admiring Palazzo dei Duchi del Chiablese, Duomo di San Gio-
vanni and magnificent Palazzo Reale. In the afternoon we will move to Venaria Reale for a brief visit of local 
Reggia called “Versailles torinese” and built from 1659 to 1675 by the grandiose project of the Duke Carlo 
Emanuele II that wanted a fixed abode for hunting in order to celebrate through the rituals of hunting the 
magnificence of the Duke. 

Day 3 
Ivrea and Fenis day (accommodation for 1 night) 
The Fenis Castle is probably the most famous and celebrated castle of the valley. The typical medieval 
castle of the children imaginary, with numerous and different towers, a double town-walls and characteristics 
battlements. 
In the afternoon we will move to Ivrea where we will visit the local Castle, placed in the historic centre in the 
upper side of the city, near the Cathedral and Bishop’s Palace. The impressive fourteenth century structure 
of the castle testify the primary role it had in the life city as fortress against Savoy enemies and, later, as 
court residence. 
Then we will reach our accommodation near Ivrea. 

Day 4 
Castels of Piacenza Dukemon (accommodation for 1 night) 
We move from Piedmont to Emilia Romagna. 
If you love ancient atmospheres, peaceful sites and gourmet cooking, this is the right opportunity for you! 
The first day and night in Emilia Romagna we will stay in Piacenza. 
Castles of Parma and Piacenza Dukemon, with over 300 years of history, preserve ancient personal and 
noble families epics, fights and betrayals, mysteries and tales. The castles of the dukemon testimony of big 
ancient domination as Scaligeri, Visconti and Sforza. In these days we will have possibility to visit most of 
them. 

Day 5 
Castels of Parma (accommodation for 2 nights) 
Changing accommodation to make our experience more interesting, the next 2 nights we will sleep in Prama.
The cultural visit will be combined with special medieval events like “Ricordanze dei Sapori” an wine & gast-
ronomic event where food and local culture are a inseparable couple; the “Fairy-tales’s Park” in Gropparello 
Castle where children, dressed as knights, discover tracks of elf, fairies, witches passing; evocative banquets
in the medieval Taverna and more. 

Day 6 
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Ferrara day trip 
From Parma we will reach Ferrara. Ferrara, declared World Heritage by Unesco, is an enchanting city sus-
pended between middle ages and reinassance. The heart of the city is the medieval square where is located 
the Cathedral, harmonic miscellany of different styles. The Estense Castle was built on XIV century to defend
Este Family from disorders and popular revolts. In the XVI, after restoration became official Duke’s House 
and one of the most beautiful and admired residences of period. Palazzina Marfisa is another luxury resid-
ence of Este Family and deserves a visit for the rich collection of fine arts objects and antiques furniture. 
In the evening will we return to our accommodation in Parma. 

Day 7 
Siena Day (accommodation for 2 nights) 
We move to Siena , medieval city famous for its Palio. We will discover the charm of one of the most beauti-
ful city in the world plunged in a magnificent landscapes. Siena is a casket of jewels, rich of art and history. It 
extends through medieval streets and his exquisite masterpieces of the past: Piazza del Campo, the Duomo,
The Medicea Fortress, San Domenico, the Botanic Garden. We will visit the city, the monuments, strolling in 
the picturesque streets and tasting a gelato! 

Day 8 
Castello di Verrazzano day-trip 
The second day we will have an excursion to Castello di Verrazzano, where we will spend the whole day. 

Day 9 
Departure Day 
The last day in Siena will end with a breakfast in our hotel. Individual departure, after breakfast.

ACCOMODATION
- Milan (1 Night) 
- Turin (1 Night) 
- Ivrea (1 Night) 
- Piacenza (1 Night) 
- Parma (2 Night) 
- Siena (3 Night)

HIGHLIGHTS
Visit to some castles of Parma and Piacenza’s Dukemon: 
Visit of famous fortresses. 
Discovery traditions and ancient costumes. 
History and Castle’s Tales.

TRANSPORTATION
Fully-guided Tours 
Private luxury buses,Boats (when necessary)

EVENTS
According to the period we can visit some typical medieval recalling events like: 
- Ricordanze dei Sapori 
- Horror night in Bardi Castle 
- Night visit on the ghost track (with live performance) in Bardi 
- King Back From Hunting (medieval banquet) 
- DOC Wine Tasting 
- Siena’s Palio
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MUSIC OPERA TOUR
10 days / 09 nights
Rates: starting from EUR 2.529,00  per person – in double room

Italia…land of opera and music…. 

A tour dedicated to real music fans! From the luxury of its past to the rebirth of the one of Italy’s foremost cul-
tural landmarks. A wealth of history and spectacular performances surrounded by splendid architecture and 
culture. Join us for a wonderful evening in the most beautiful opera houses in Italy! 

The opulence and incredible beauty of what is perhaps the most beautiful and dramatic form of musical ex-
pression began in Florence in the late 16th century when a group of Renaissance intellectuals, musicians 
and composers decided to put Greek mythology to music. The result was composer Jacopo Peri’s Dafne. 
Since then many opera masterpieces were composed and we will visit the most important Opera Houses 
(like The Scala Theatre, Fenice Theatre, Verona Arena and more) and the major Italian Music Festivals es-
corted by knowledgeable guides. 

We will enjoy operas, ballets and concerts, having aperitifs and dinner before and after shows. 
In the free day you can visit the cities, their monuments and theatres and discover the story of it, of musi-
cians and composer and of the great families of the past centuries. 
It combines the Italian experience with a luxury tour and beautiful music all in one. 

Musica….e' vita!

REGIONS 
LAZIO - VENETO - LOMBARDY - EMILIA ROMAGNA - LIGURIA

CITIES 
Rome - Parma - Venice - Cremona - Milan – Genoa
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ITINERARY

Day 1 
Arrival day at Rome (accommodation for 2 nights) 
Our tour starts in Rome, the eternal city. After hotel accommodation we will enjoy walk sightseeing tour 
strolling through famous squares and streets. 

Day 2 
Sightseeing-day at Rome 
The second day will be fully guided to visit area of Capitoline and Palatine hills, the Roman Forum, the 
Domus Aurea and Circus Maximus. We will discover the Opera Theatre with possibility to take part to a 
show. 

Day 3 
Regio Theatre day at Parma (accommodation for 2 nights) 
In the morning leave for Parma an important city in the Middle Ages and became a reference point in Italy 
and in Europe as a refined centre of art, economy and culture. We will visit The Cathedral and the Baptistery,
the two major monuments of the 12th and 13th centuries and together form the most beautiful Romanesque 
square in Italy; the Farnese Theatre that was, in the 17th century, the largest covered theatre in Europe; and 
the neoclassical Regio Theatre, one of the leading Opera houses in the world. 

Day 4 
Verdi day- trip (Roncole di Busseto) 
The day after the tour will take you to the sights of the great opera composer Giuseppe Verdi. Visit to his 
birthplace, a little house in Roncole di Busseto where he was born in 1813. Visit to the St. Michele church, 
where Verdi was baptised and where you can still see the original organ, used by him to practice on in his 
youthness. 

Day 5 
Sightseeing- day at Venice (accommodation for 2 nights) 
After breakfast we will move to Venice . 
In the afternoon, after hotel accommodation, we have a first sight to the city of Romance including: St. Mark’s
Square with its enchanting Basilica, the Doges’ Palace, walk in the famous Bridge of Sigh which links the 
Palace to the Prisons. We will stroll around in the canals, over the bridges and enjoy a Gondola cruise.

Day 6 
Fenice Theatre day 
The next day we will visit the Fenice Theatre, one of the major world theatres built in 1789. On 29th January 
1996 a devastating malicious fire destroys the theatre, temporarily closed for maintenance work. From the 
sorrow of the loss comes the desire to reconstruct the historic theatre inspired by the motto “the way it was, 
where it was”, drawing on the reconstruction of the church tower of St. Marks. The theatre was re-
inaugurated in 2004 with “La traviata”, the opera by Verdi which premiered in this exact theatre. 

Day 7 
Stradivari day at Cremona (accommodation for 1 night) 
From the 18th C the stringed-instrument makers of Cremona gained a reputation as violin, cello and lute 
makers. The Amati and Guarneri families, and especially Antonio Stradivarius, with their knowledge and 
incomparable skill produced outstanding instruments of unequalled tonal quality. The International School of 
Violin Making in Piazza Marconi carries on this tradition. Visit will include the Cathedral, the Baptistery, the 
Torrazzo, a late-13C bell tower. Visit to the Town Hall, where are displayed four famous violins by Stradivari, 
Guarneri and the Amati family. The tour of Cremona will end with an interesting visit to a violin, lute craftsman
workshop. 
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Day 8 
Teatro alla Scala day at Milan (accommodation for 1 night) 
An entire day in Milan dedicated to The Teatro alla Scala, one of the most world famous theatre. Was 
founded, under the auspices of the Empress Maria Theresa of Austria, to replace the Royal Ducal Theatre, 
which was destroyed by fire on 26 February 1776 and had until then been the home of opera in Milan. 
Designed by the great neoclassical architect Giuseppe Piermarini, La Scala opened on 3 August 1778 with 
Antonio Salieri's opera L'Europa riconosciuta, to a libretto by Mattia Veraci. In the afternoon we will vist the 
local museum and take part to an opera. Dinner in exclusive restaurant where artist and musicians meet 
after show. 

Day 9 
Carlo Felice day at Genoa (accommodation for 1 night) 
The tour will bring us to Genoa, ancient marine republic. After city sightseeing we will visit the Carlo Felice 
Theatre. The need to equip the city of Genoa with a theatre capable of hosting prestigious performances and
of acting as a driving force in the life of the city, was only felt towards the end of 18th century, then the 
existing theatres, were widely considered inadequate for such an important role. The Carlo Felice was 
inaugurated on April 7, 1828, with the performance of Vincenzo Bellini's Bianca e Fernando. In the evening 
we will take part to an opera or ballet. 

Day 10 
Departure day 
The last dau fo the tour will end with breakfast in the hotelin Genoa will, afterwards individual departure. 

Extension day 
Possibility to visit other small but very important Italian theatres like San Carlo Theatre in Naples, Bellini 
Theatre in Catania, Massimo Theatre in Palermo, Regio Theatre in Turin, Verdi Theatre in Trieste, Antico 
Theatre in Siracusa and take part to special event like Summer Operas in Verona Arena (Aida, Nabucco, La 
Traviata, Il Barbiere di Siviglia and more), Puccini Festival, Macerata National Perugini Festival, Palermo 
Scarlatti Festival and more.

ACCOMODATION
- Rome (2 nights) 
- Parma (2 nights) 
- Venice (2 nights) 
- Cremona (1 nights) 
- Milan (1 nights) 
- Genoa (2 nights)

HIGHLIGHTS
Operas, concerts or ballets 
Free day visit to cities and their theatres 
Aperitifs/dinners in typical historic locals/restaurants 
Live music 
Best Italian opera houses 
Important small theatres 
Wine tasting

TRANSPORTATION
Indipendent Tours 
Private car,Public transportation,Boats (when necessary) 
Fully-guided Tours Private luxury buses,Boats (when necessary)
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LAKES, VILLAS AND GARDENS TOUR 08 days / 07 nights
Rates: starting from EUR 2.094,00  per person – in double room

Italia…land of lakes with fabulous villas and coloured gardens that reflect themselves on the water… 

Northern Italy is graced with shocking, beauty, and incredible diversity. The setting is the pre-apls, beautiful 
valleys and the sparkling lakes of Maggiore, Como and Lugano.Each lake has its own charm and holds 
treasures to discover for everyone. Once we have visited this area, we will find a wonderland that will lure 
back again and again.The mountain tops in the winter are capped with snow. The hillsides drape down to the
lakeshores like velvet green carpets passing along the way colourful red tile roof villages clinging to the 
mountain side. Meandering narrow roads follow the terrain and every turn is a picture opportunity! 
Along the lakes there are seasonal flowers between the cypress, chestnut, sycamore and palm trees. 
You will sip cappuccinos or aperitifs, gaze at the architectural wonders, visit the churches, museums and vil-
las, stroll through the local markets and attend the festivals. You will ignite your calm spirit! 
And then Garda, the greatest italian lake, plunged in a complex geologic system with valleys that constitued 
the lake and hills around it. Its mountains, the rich vegetation, the cristalline water, the green shores, the en-
chanting villages, have charmed many poets, writers, personaes in the past.We will put together some inter-
esting itineraries and places to visit near and around the lake district. The number of itineraries are endless 
and we continue to find new ideas the longer we live here. As we continue to do so we will add to the menu 
selection. Also as we like to hike and walk, many of our itineraries may be more geared to the active tourist. 
Most of these itineraries will require a car but many can be reached by the boat systems on the lakes. 

Tuffati nel verde!

REGIONS 
PIEDMONT - LOMBARDY - VENETO – SWITZERLAND

CITIES 
- Pallanza (2 days) 
- Stresa 
- Locarno 
- Como (1 day) 
- Menaggio 
- Bellagio 
- Tremezzo 
- Milano (1 day) 
- Bergamo 
- Sirmione (3 days) 
- Riva del Garda 
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- Franciacorta 
- Limone 
- Arco 
- Salò 
- Venezia

ITINERARY

Day 1
Villas day - Maggiore Lake, Stresa (accomodation 2 nights) 
Your hotel is located in Stresa on Maggiore Lake . After individual arrival and lunch, you will have the entire 
afternoon to discover some of the best villas and Verbania area. the famous Botanical Gardens of Villa 
Taranto, created in 1931. Thousands of plants, from the far corners from all over the world, and rare collec-
tions, some of them, unique in Europe and acclimatized after long laborious efforts, have been arranged with
art in this beautiful setting, between the mountains and the lake. Then, you will visit the Villa Pallavicino, built 
in 1855 as holiday house for Queen Margherita and King Umberto I. The villa is surrounded by a zoological 
garden, open lawns and classical gardens. The zoological attraction of the park includes 50 species of mam-
mals and birds. You will come back to the hotel for dinner. 

Day 2
Borromeo Islands half day-trip and Locarno 
You will take a boat to a full day excursion to the Borromeo Islands. First visit will be Isola Bella, with the Bor-
romeo Palace from 1600 and the beautiful gardens, this is the triumph of the Italian garden, redrawing the 
environment. Transfer to the picturesque Isola dei Pescatori. In the afternoon cruise by boat to enchanting 
Locarno, Switzerland. 

Day 3 
Silk Day – Como Lake (accommodation for 1 night) 
You will move to Como. This city has always been linked to silk production, arrival and guided visit to the his-
torical silk museum. Then you will visit a still active factory of silk for a full immersion on the production of this
precious and elegant tissue. In the afternoon you will have time for enjoying a ferry cruise in the lower arm of 
Lake Como. During the cruise the guide will show you the most interesting spots and the most important 
buildings along the shore, with beautiful 19th C. villas. Villa Pliniana, Villa Erba, Villa D’Este, and Villa Pizzo 
with its vast park. Villa Fontanelle (property of Versace Family), Villa Rosa that hosted Sir W. Churchill, Villa 
Passalacqua and Villa Hocevar where the musician V. Bellini lived, the ancient church of St. Martin at Car-
eno, the waterfall at Nesso, the typical borough of Brienno and Argegno surrounded by Valle Intelvi. Then 
there is the legendary Villa Cassinella with its well pruned cypresses and the historic Villa Balbianello on the 
woody Lavedo.

Day 4
Bellagio half day-trip and Milano (accomodation 1 night) 
Trip to Bellagio to visit this pleasant village and the Botanical gardens of Villa Melzi, beautiful neoclassic res-
idence, surrounded by an enchanted garden in English style, which slopes down in the lake water. The 
garden offers: the kiosk, a chapel, two Egyptian statues from the 14th and 13th C. B.C., a little pond with wa-
ter lilies, a tub with the statue of Cupid and another chapel with Renaissance portal by Bramante. Then we 
will take the ferry to reach Villa Carlotta, the most famous in the lake. It is characterized by a staircase and 
by a lush garden in Italian style. Transfer to Milano for a night city tour and for enjoing the “happy hour”, typ-
ical milanese tradition for aperitif. 
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Day 5
Bergamo and Sirmione (accommodation for 2 nights) 
You will move to Bergamo. In the morning, visiting the beautiful “citta' alta”. Stop on the way in Franciacorta, 
the main area for wine production in Lombardy. Guided visit to one of the ancient wine cellars, enjoy tasting. 
Continue on to Sirmione ). In the afternoon free time or guided visit to this Pearl of the Lake, as Plinio il Vec-
chio used to call it, it stretches as a tiny peninsula inside the lake. Visit will include the archaeological site of 
Roman Bath of Catullo one of the most famous archaeological sites in northern Italy going back to the Ro-
man times, it was an important Spa resort. Garda area is renowned for its food & wine richness, and we will 
enjoy a visit to olive oil mill, where you can walk in the olive oil fields and see all the production steps to get a
delicious olive oil, tasting will include local cheese and ham. Visit to a Spa to have a bit of relax.

Day 6
Cruise on the Lake day-trip 
In the morning we will transfer to the docks and board the ferry for an unforgettable cruise crossing the whole
Garda Lake from south to north up to Riva del Garda. We will stop in Torri del Benaco readily identifiable for 
its towers and pinnacles of the castle reflecting in the lake, Malcesine small fascinating medieval village at 
the foot of Monte Baldo. Arrival in Riva del Garda. In the afternoon you will take your motor coach that mean-
while has reached you in the upper lake. Reach Arco, visit to the “Arboretum”, an important botanical garden 
composed of shrub and arboreal species. The main trees go back to the second half of the 19th C. and in-
clude: the Californian Cypresses, Ciders, the monumental evergreen Sequoia, the Cypress of Lawson, the 
Mammut tree, the colossal Holm oaks. After a walk in the arboretum go on to the Castle of Arco, built on the 
top of a rocky hill, it goes back to the Medieval time. We will return to our cruise and will reach Limone, the 
first village on the western lakeshore that belongs to the Lombardy, famous for its widespread citrus culture, 
Gardone Riviera, a picturesque village on the side of Brescia, is famous because after the First World War, 
the poet Gabriele d'Annunzio took up his residence there, giving birth to what he called the "Vittoriale degli 
Italiani" and Salo', where from 1943 to 1945, the Duce Benito Mussolini, after the failure of Italian Fascism, 
established the Republic. 

Day 7
Venice Day trip (optional) 
In the morning departure to Venice for visiting one of the most famous cities of the world. If you wish, you can
have a free day for relaxing r strolling around the Garda Lake. 

Day 8
Departure day 
After breakfast and check-out, individual departure. 

ACCOMODATION
- Maggiore Lake (2 nights)
Grand Hotel Majestic (Pallanza) or similar 
- Como (1 nights) 
Grand Hotel Menaggio - or similar 
- Milan (1 night) 
Hotel Cristoforo Colombo - or similar 
- Sirmione (2 nights) 
Hotel Sirmione - or similar
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ITALIAN PAINTERS 09 days / 08 nights
Rates: starting from EUR 1.899,00  per person – in double room

Italia..land of art and great painters… 

Leonardo, Botticelli, Mantegna, Giotto, Tintoretto, Tiziano, Correggio, Caravaggio…just some most repres-
entative artists that made masterpieces uniques and inimitables … 

If you had been a nobleman in the 18th C., you would have completed your education with a period of 
European travel. This so-called Grand Tour could last from a few months to 8 years, thus only the very 
wealthy, with the time and means to travel, could partecipate. By undertaking the Tour, young men learned 
about the politics, culture, and art of neighboring lands. 

Like them we will discover art and its secrets…the tale of the great artists who turned Italy into the destina-
tion of journeys and a place of study. 
History and legend come together among the walls and works of art commissioned by the noble dynasties of 
the past; a journey to discover the treasures of the Borgia, Visconti and Estense.. the noble families that cre-
ated Italy’s art heritage. 

A tour of the cities, museums, churches, castles keeper of best italian works. 
Vivi una emozione unica!

REGIONS 
TUSCANY - LIGURIA - EMILIA ROMAGNA - LOMBARDY - VENETO

CITIES
Florence - Pisa - Genoa - Parma - Mantova - Ferrara - Venice 

ITINERARY

Day 1 
Renaissance day at Florence (accommodation for 2 nights) 
Florence, cradle of Italian art. Describing Firenze from the artistic point of view in a complete way is really a 
great achievment, because of the extent of its wealth, which represents a treasure not only for Italy, but for 
the whole world. What we would like to do is to give at least a general picture of its wonders. An entire day 
dedicated to visit Uffizi Gallery, one of the most famous museums of paintings and sculpture in the world. Its 
collection of Primitive and Renaissance paintings comprises several universally acclaimed masterpieces of 
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all time, including works by Giotto, Simone Martini, Piero della Francesca, Fra Angelico, Filippo Lippi, Botti-
celli, Mantegna, Correggio, Leonardo da Vinci, Raphael, Michelangelo and Caravaggio. German, Dutch and 
Flemish masters are also well represented with important works by Dürer, Rembrandt and Rubens. 
The Uffizi Gallery occupies the top floor of the large building erected by Giorgio Vasari. 
The Vasari Corridor, the raised passageway connecting the Uffizi with the Pitti Palace, was built by Vasari in 
1565. It is hung with an important collection of 17th-century paintings and the famous collection of artists 
self-portraits. 

Day 2 
Miracle Square day-trip 
Pisa is one of the greatest Italian cultural centers and preserves a rich artistic heritage. The most important 
monuments of Pisa stand in Piazza dei Miracoli. In this square you can see: the Duomo, Santa Maria As-
sunta with the Leaning Tower, the Battistero, the Gallery that surrounds the Camposanto, the Cappella del 
Pozzo and all the monuments strictly made of white Carrara marble. In the Duomo Museum you can appreci-
ate some artistic works that belong to all the town’s churches and the treasure of the Duomo. In Pisa you can
also find the Domus Galileiana, where Galileo Galilei probably lived. Possibility to visit San Matteo National 
Museum and its precious picture-gallery, one of the most important in the world where are preserved paint-
ings of Masaccio and Beato Angelico and sculptures of Donatello and Nicola Pisano. 

Day 3 
Genoa day (accommodation for 1 night) 
From Tuscany we will move to Liguria. Genoa (166 km), region main town, is historically and culturally rich in
beautiful monuments and special places, as the area of Porto Antico, a suburb which is dedicated to culture 
and free time. In this area you can find the Aquarius, the Antarctica Museum, the City of Children, made in 
the Cotton Palace, and the Sea Pavilion. Then you can visit the typical fishers’s suburbs and the lanes of the 
Old Town , next to the port, called carruggi. 
The town centre is rich of medieval palaces: one of the most important palaces of the town centre is the 
Ducal Palace, the old seat of the Genoese Republic’s Government, dated back to the 13th century, and the 
the majestic Porta Soprana Towers. 
Moreover, the imposing St Lawrence’s Cathedral, the aristocratic churches of St Siro, St Luke and St Peter in
Banchi, with its ancient workshops incorporated in the same building, are worth visiting. We will visit the 
Rosso Palace, that preserves a wonderful collection of the greatest works of the Ligurian Seicento, the Gal-
lery of Reale Palace, ex royal palace of the Savoy family and St Augustine’s Museum of Ligurian Architecture
and Sculpture. 

Day 4 
Parmigianino day 
Parma and its territory are places of artistic and naturalistic beauty. Parma is a frequently visited center for 
tourists because of its famous monuments and precious works of art. However, the city offers even more to 
the visitor: by offering a privileged documentation of the important schools over various periods. You can re-
search the plentiful proof on the activity of Benedetto Antelami, the greatest sculptor-architect of the Medieval
or the most important masterpieces of Correggio or the most meaningful moments of the creative painting of 
Parmigianino. A visit to the city needs to start with the marvellous view provided by Piazza Duomo, the 
cathedral square where the Baptistery and the Bishop’s Palace create a wonderfully evocative medieval set-
ting. The Cathedral is one of the highest expressions of Romanesque architecture in the Po river plain. A 
wealth of masterpieces are housed inside, the most renowned are undoubtedly the cupola with its fresco by 
Correggio showing The Assumption of the Virgin, and the Deposition by Benedetto Antelami. 

Day 5 
Mantegna day at Mantova (accommodation for 2 nights) 
Mantova, in Lombardy, keeps a lot of arts jewels: museums, churches, palaces of big and nobles families 
that determined the destiny of the city, historical suburbs, picture-galleries, picturesque streets and squares 
furnished by ancient monuments and buildings. Strolling through them we will discover the heart of the city, 
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the Broletto and Erbe squares lived from markets plunged between ancient Podesta' and Region Palaces, 
the San Lorenzo Baptistery and Sant’Andrea Basilica built since 1472 for three centuries by a Leon Battista 
Alberti’s project. Inside is preserved the precious Jesus blood relic and the Mantegna’s mortal remains. An-
drea Mantegna is strictly connected to Mantova where was called in 1460 from Gonzaga Family as personal 
painter. In those years he painted some of his most famous works and influenced many of next generations 
painters. We will admired them in Palazzo Ducale and Palazzo Te'. 

Day 6 
Ferrara day-trip 
From Mantova we will reach Ferrara . Ferrara, declared World Heritage by Unesco, is an enchanting city 
suspended between middle ages and reinassance. The heart of the city is the medieval square where is loc-
ated the Cathedral, harmonic miscellany of different styles. The Estense Castle was built on XIV century to 
defend Este Family from disorders and popular revolts. In the XVI, after restoration became official Duke’s 
House and one of the most beautiful and admired residences of period. Palazzina Marfisa is another luxury 
residence of Este Family and deserves a visit for the rich collection of fine arts objects and antiques furniture.

Day 7 
Sightseeing at Venice (accommodation for 2 nights) 
The last step of our tour will bring us in Veneto region. Venice, which was born in the 9th century in the La-
goon of Veneto, on the small Rialto island. Venice is an incredible synthesis of art and history that was built 
on the lagoon, an undisputed treasure of the culture of Veneto and of its artistic heritage. We will visit the 
most important sights and monuments like San Marco Square,one of the most famous squares in Italy, the 
San Marco Basilica, the Clock Tower and the Ducale Palace, a 14th/15th century Gothic masterpiece. The 
rooms of this magnificent palace contain many masterpieces realized by great artists. 

Day 8 
Galleries and Museums at Venice 
Venice also offers some splendid museums situated in sumptuous palaces that contain remarkable painting 
collections as the Gallery of Academy that preserves Veneto painting, the Museum Ca' Rezzonico with mas-
terpieces by Guardi and Canaletto, the Guggenheim Collection and Grassi Palace, that is the seat of numer-
ous exhibitions that vary throughout the year. Our city tour will end with a romantic gondola cruise! 

Day 9 
Departur day 
Our last day in Venice ends with breakfast in our hotel, after check-out, individual departure.

ACCOMODATION
- Florence (2 night) 
- Genoa (1 night) 
- Parma (1 night) 
- Mantova (2 night) 
- Venice (2 night)

HIGHLIGHTS
Visit exhibitions. 
Visit best galleries and museums. 
Cultural tour to palaces and castles where noble families lived. 
Visit to maritime republics. 
Gondola’s cruise.

TRANSPORTATION
Indipendent Tours 
Private car,Public transportation,Boats (when necessary)
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Fully-guided Tours 
Private luxury buses,Boats (when necessary)

EVENTS
- Palio dei Navicelli (Florence) 
- San Giovanni Tournament (Florence) 
- Historical Parade of the Florentine Republic 
- June Pisano (Pisa) 
- Genoa Carnival 
- Regatta and historical parade of the ancient Maritime Republics (Genoa) 
- Sea Feast (Genoa) 
- Andrea Mantegna exhibition (Mantova) 
- Venice’s Biennale 
- Venice’s Carnival
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MEDIEVAL SMALL VILLAGES 08 days / 07 nights
Rates: starting from EUR 2.199,00 per person – in double room

This tour is dedicated to history lovers who want to plunge in the past. 
We will visit some most beautiful medieval small villages between where we can go shopping to the small 
craftsmen’s shop and visit local museums representative the history of the village. 

The "smaller" Italy, that which is more hidden and less known, best represents the unfolding of the millenary 
history that has left its indelible marks especially in these places cut off from development and modernization
at all costs. 
We are not offering heavens on earth, but we do want that the increasing numbers of people who return to 
live in these small historic villages and the visitors who are interested in learning about them may find the at-
mosphere, the fragrances and flavors that make typical local customs, products and traditions a way of life 
that is worth "savoring" with all five senses. 

We will discover the beauty of the sounds, smells and materials that dominated the history of Italian manu-
facturing, the care for every detail and customisation directly from workshops of old-farriers, shoemakers, 
ironmongers, tailors. 

Enjoy Italian craftsmanship of the typical medieval villages!

REGIONS 
ABRUZZO - UMBRIA - TUSCANY

CITIES 
- ABRUZZO 
(Pacentro, S. Stefano di Sessanio) 
- UMBRIA 
(Bevagna, Castiglione del Lago, Montefalco, Norcia) 
- TUSCANY 
(Anghiari, Buonconvento, Cetona, Poppi,Volterra)
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ITINERARY

Day 1 
Castle day Santo Stefano di Sessanio (accommodation for 1 night) 
After arrival and hotel acommodation in Santo Stefano di Sessanio we will visit its city centre. 
In the afternoon we will discover the small medieval villages of Pacentro . Visit Pacentro is like back to 
Middle Ages! At the summit of the hill rises the Castle of the Caldora, whose original structure dates back to 
the 10th century. Together with the castles of Pettorano, Introdacqua, Anversa, Bugnara, Popoli and Roc-
cacasale, it was part of the defensive system of the Valle Peligna. Pacentro, artistic handicraft boasts a cen-
turies old tradition and consists of the working of white stone from the Maiella, small terracotta figurines for 
cribs, crochet work and the Abruzzi women's costumes. 

Day 2 
Noricia day (accomodation for 2 nights) 
From Abruzzo we will move to Norcia in Umbria. Norcia is a village between sacred and profane, where spir-
ituality is strictly joined to the beauty of nature, the amazing art and genuine gastronomy. The craft of stuffing 
iron boasts of secular tradition. Also “massello wood” craft is flourishing and we can visit the numerous shops
specialized in furniture carving and restauration with antiques technique. According to the period we can take
part to San Benedetto celebration, declared main Europe Patron in 480 a.C. 

Day 3 
Brocantage day-trip 
After breakfast we will reach Montefalco . Throughout the world Montefalco means Sagrantino, the precious 
red nectar certified Docg whose passito version is perfect with roasts and desserts. In the afternoon we will 
travel to Trevi (10 km) The conical and curled configuration of this village is unique and unmistakable. Con-
forming itself to the contours of the hill on which it stands, it has filled past travellers with wonder, the poet 
Leopardi among them. We take time to visit some particular craftsmen’s and brocantage shop. 

Day 4 
Bevagna day (acccommodation for 1 night) 
The tour will take to another Umbrian village: Castiglione del Lago (98 km). The name derives from the medi-
eval fortress built around 1250 and called “Castello del Leone” (Lion Castle) because of its pentagonal shape
inspired by the constellation Leo. 
Few kilometres close there is Bevagna (84 km), where our hotel is located. Cut off from the industrial devel-
opment in the region, Bevagna has preserved virtually intact its medieval urban structure, which for the most 
part follows the plan of the ancient Roman town. Of the many trades handed down from father to son, that 
which is historically most typical of the area is the working of hemp. The poorer quality hemp was employed 
for rope making, while the best hemp was used for making the Bevagna cloths that were prized all through-
out the Papal States. 

Day 5 
Volterra day (accommodation for 2 nights) 
From Umbria we will move to the enchanting landscape of Tuscany. 
Volterra is an important medieval city where history, from Etruscan Age to XVIII century, left his mark with 
monumental and artistic evidences of great importance. After hotel accomodation and lunch we stroll among 
historic centre streets to discover it and to visit local museum like: Etruscan Museum, Sacred Art Museum 
and Alabaster Museum. All this plunged in a pure land, where life quality has still a human dimension. We 
dedicate the day to discovery it. 

Day 6 
Buonconvento day-trip 
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The nextday we will visit another medieval city of Tuscany. 
Buonconvento , a small village which name derives from the Latin bonus conventus, meaning "happy, fortu-
nate community": a good gathering of people who enjoy the fertility of the land and the advantages of being 
close to the Arbia and Ombrone rivers, as well as the excellent position near where the important Via Franci-
gena or Romea crosses the river. Memorable aromas are given of by the Crete Senesi white truffle, and the 
local Chianina veal is also excellent. 
In the afternoon we will make a short trip to Cetona, a picturesque village, characterized by the “coste”, nar-
row pavement streets close to the hill, or the “cittadella” the ancient group of houses dominating the renais-
sance square. 

Day 7 
Poppi day (accommodation for 1 night) 
After breakfast we will move from Volterra to Poppi, which is located at the center of the Casentino, one of 
the most beautiful valleys in Tuscany. The medieval village is a rare walled town, with the Castello dei Conti 
Guidi at its highest point, dominating over all. In the afternoon, we visit Anghiari a splendid medieval village 
overlooking the green valley of the upper Tiber River. An impregnable bastion with powerful 13th-century 
walls. The village is a nest of expert antiquarians who scour the surrounding area in search of precious relics
from the past. This passion has turned into a commercial 
enterprise, thanks to the presence of skilled craftsmen who are able to restore any object to its initial splend-
our. We visit them, taking time for shopping. 

Day 8 
Departure day 
After breakfast and check-out, individual departure from Poppi 

ACCOMODATION
- ABRUZZO ( 1 night) 
- UMBRIA (3 night) 
- TUSCANY ( 4 night)

HIGHLIGHTS
Cortona’s Antique Exhibition 
Brocantage 
Ceramic art visit (Deruta Museum) 
Most beautiful Italian Villages Festival 
Visit typical craftsmen’s shop 
Bevagna local museum circuit

TRANSPORTATION
Fully-guided Tours 
Private luxury buses,Boats (when necessary)

EVENTS
According to the period we can visit some typical events like: 
- San Benedetto celebration 
- Officina Musicale or Musical workshop (Sextantio) 
- Excellentia 2007 (Montefalco) 
- Crete d'autunno "Terre di Siena a cavallo" 
- Volterra AD 1389. Medieval Recalling
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PARTY TOUR 09 days / 08 nights
Rates: starting from EUR 1.989,00  per person – in double room

Leave behind the stress and routine of everyday life and discover the liveliest, most innovative clubs in town. 
Are you looking for a pleasurable holiday, that is nothing but fun? 
This tour features aperitifs, brunches, lunches and dinners at the most exclusive clubs in Forte dei Marmi, 
Milano Marittima, Riccione and Milan. 
In this tour you can spend your time relaxing, shopping or taking part in wellness classes. And when night 
comes, why not brush shoulders with the VIPs at one of the most exclusive discos or clubs? Alternatively, 
you can dine at a restaurant on the beach or at a trendy club. 

Our tour starts in Milan, the fashion capital. 
We will go sightseeing and admire the town from its ancient and historical viewpoint (museums, churches), 
go shopping at the most famous design shops, spend time at a wellness centre, or enjoy an aperitif in a bar 
in the “Navigli” area or in some famous fashion and trendy locals and clubs. 

Then we will reach famous holidays centres along the Adriatic sea’s coast: Milano Marittima and Riccione. 
These vacation cities are exclusives and renowned resorts with its long stretches of sandy beach and its 
fascinating clubs, restaurants, high standard hotels and bathing establishment, able to satisfy at the most the
demanding tourists. 

The tour ends up Forte dei Marmi, a town that has become a world-famous tourist resort over the last 
century, and where many VIPs spend their holidays. Part of the original area has been transformed 
successfully into delightful gardens and meadows with secluded villas surrounded by greenery, thus 
maintaining respect for nature and for the soft contrasts of the sea t and for the last end not for that less 
important its exclusive design boutiques on the lovely walks promenade. During the day, you can relax at a 
beautiful spa, go shopping at exclusive boutiques, visit the famous market, or sunbathe on the beach. 
Come with us…It’s party time!

PERIOD 
MAY - JUNE - SEPTEMBER

LENGTH 
9 DAYS 
8 NIGHTS
(Possible extension: Taormina & Panarea: 4 days - 3 nights)
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REGIONS 
LOMBARDY - EMILIA ROMAGNA - TUSCANY 

CITIES 
Milan 
Riccione 
Milano Marittima 
Forte dei Marmi 
Extension: Taormina and Panarea.

ITINERARY

Day 1 and Day 2 
Milano da bere – Milano (accommodation for 2 nights) 
The tour starts in Milan, the fashion capital. During the day you can go sightseeing and admire the town from
its ancient and historical viewpoint (museums, churches), go shopping at the most famous design shops, 
spend your time at a wellness centre, or enjoy an aperitif in a bar in the “Navigli” area. 
At night, we’ll make our way to the Just Cavalli fashion club or the Armani Cafe', or to discos such as Holly-
wood, De Sade, Old Fashion, My Bali or Toqueville. 

Day 3 and Day 4 
Adriatic days – Riccione (accommodation for 2 nights) 
Riccione, the vacation and garden city. Every one of the attributes that have made it famous all over the 
world can be used to describe Riccione. It offers only top quality services, making it one of the most popular 
tourist destinations in Europe: hundreds of first-class facilities; an enormous white, sandy beach; recreation 
facilities and water sports of every type; a vivacious centre with countless places to shop; a vast calendar of 
shows and events; and a lively, unforgettable night life. During the day you can have the opportunity to spend
time laying on the beach or attend any sports or different king of dance classes. Or shopping in one the most
exclusive boutiques in Viale Ceccarini, drinking an aperitif in a fashionable club or spend your leisure time at 
a wellness centre. At night, our tour will take us to the most exclusive clubs such as Vallechiara, Moxie, 
Cocorico', Pascia', and Prince. 

Day 5 and Day 6 
Disco days – Milano Marittima (accommodation for 2 nights) 
Milano Marittima is an exclusive and renowned resort. In recent years it has become "the place to be" for 
even the most demanding tourists. Surrounded by an ancient and lush pinewood, it combines a lively centre 
with a peaceful natural environment. Its sandy and clean beach is friendly, safe and ideal both for families 
and young people. During the day in you can relax or sunbathe on the beach, go shopping or visit a wellness
centre. Afterwards, you can have an aperitif at a club on the beach. At night, we just have fun at the most ex-
clusive and famous discos such as Pineta and Papeete. 
Day 7 and Day 8 
Versilia days – Forte dei Marmi (accommodation for 2 nights) 
Our tour ends in Forte dei Marmi, a town that has become a world-famous tourist resort over the last century,
and where many VIPs spend their holidays. Part of the original area has been transformed successfully into 
delightful gardens and meadows with secluded villas surrounded by greenery, thus maintaining respect for 
nature and for the soft contrasts of the sea with its long stretches of sandy beach and its fascinating clubs, 
restaurants, high standard hotels and bathing establishment and for the last end not for that less important its
exclusive design boutiques on the lovely walks promenade. Stand by for three days of pure fun! During the 
day, you can relax at a beautiful spa, go shopping at exclusive boutiques, visit the famous market, or sun-
bathe on the beach. You can enjoy an aperitif or have brunch at the exclusive clubs on the beach or in a 
fashionable pub. Or how about a sightseeing tour to the cities of Pisa and Lucca. In the evening, we’ll visit 
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clubs such as La Capannina, Seven Apples and La Canniccia, and have dinner at the Twigg Restaurant, or 
go and dance all night long at the most trendy discos. 

Day 9 
Departure day 
The 3. day in Forte dei Marmi will end with a breakfast in our hotel. 
Individual departure after check-out 

EXTENSION: 

TAORMINA & PANAREA DAYS (accomodation for 3 nights) 
Day 1 and Day 2 
Party Time in Taormina 
Taormina is one of the most enchanting places on earth. The town sits on the hill of Monte Tauro, with two 
sweeping bays below, and across to the south is the top of Mount Etna. The views are hugely dramatic, with 
over one hundred miles of Mediterranean sea to look at. There is plenty to do and see. You can lurch 
between adventurous, every water sport is available on the various beaches, or you can be cultured and visit
exhibitions in the palazzis and churches, winding your way through the many ruins. If you prefer there is golf 
to be played just half an hour away, or tennis in the public gardens. Shop in the car free main street or just 
enjoy Sicilian cooking in the numerous restaurants and cafe's. 

Day 3 
Party Night in Panarea 
After breakfast we move to Panarea, the smallest of the main Aeolian Island, upmarket island with great 
views across to Stromboli 

Day 4 
Departure day 
After a party night in Panarea the tour will end with a breakfast in the hotel. 
Indivdual departure after check out.

Inclusion

ACCOMODATION
- Milan (2 nights) 
- Riccione(2 nights) 
- Milano Marittima (2 nights) 
- Forte dei Marmi (3 nights) 
¢ Plus extension tour: 
- Taormina ( 2 nights) 
- Panarea (1 night)

HIGHLIGHTS
Italian Aperitivos and brunches 
Exclusives discos and night 
Trendy and fashion restaurants & pubs 
Locals tour 
Vip clubs entry 
Limousine service 
Post dancing Relax time 
Fashion and design
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TRANSPORTATION
Fully-guided Tours 
Private luxury buses,Boats (when necessary)
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S  HOPPING AND OUTLET VILLAGES   08 days / 07 nights

Rates: starting from EUR 2.095,00  per person – in double room

We will discover the world famous “made in Italy”, visit the most celebrated shopping streets and famous 
Mall with lots of outlet stores, selling the main fashion brands and griffe. A plunge in “ shopping art” without 
forget history, art and culture. Also available are tours tailored to your taste and requirements with valuable 
tips from our personal shoppers, who will assist you in purchasing all you need to make your look unique. 
Get your shopping right first time! 
Buoni acquisti!

REGIONS 
LOMBARDY - PIEDMONT - EMILIA R. - TUSCANY

CITIES 
- Milan (3 days) 
- Como (2 days) 
- Serravalle (1 day) 
- Firenze (3 days)

ITINERARY

Day 1 
Milan shopping day (accommodation for 3 nights) 
The tour starts in Milan, fashion and shopping capital. After arrival, in the afternoon you will meet our 
personal shopper that gives advices for ideal shopping and italian style, ready for the next day shopping. 
In the evening city tour and Milan happy hour in an exclusive fashion club. 

Day 2 
Milan fashion day 
This day will be dedicate to a fashion tour to know new haute couture and prêt a porter trend. 
Brunch in a fashion place in Montenapoleone 
In the afternoon besides great and famous stylists, you also discover some showroom where new young 
stylists propose their creations. 
Dinner in exclusive fashion restaurant (Armani, Just Cavalli, etc…) 

Day 3 
Milan outlet day 
Milan guided outlet tour with your personal shopper. In the afternoon you’ll take a break to relax and for an 
image restyling, hair brush and make up (for ladies). 
Dinner in a typical restaurant on the canal area 
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Day 4 
Vie della seta at Como (accommodation for 1nights) 
Today you’ll move to Como, beautiful city on the shores of the homonymous lake, famous for his silk 
production. The silk is exported in all over the world and is used from most of clothing industry. We can 
shopping in different silk shops (Mantero) and Foxtown. 

Day 5 
Serravalle Outlet day (accommodation for 1 night) 
The tour continues with shopping in Serravalle outlet. Your hotel is close to a SPA and will give you time to 
relax, play golf after shopping. 
Dinner at the hotel with wine tasting. 

Day 6 
Florence Fashion day (accommodation for 2 nights) 
The program brings you to Florence. 
After hotel accommodation we will dedicate an entire day to shopping with exclusive support of our personal 
shopper. 
Dinner at a typical tuscany restaurant 

Day 7 
The Mall day at Florence 
After breakfast we move in Florence’s surrounding to visit its famous outlets. An exciting journey into the 
most authentic Florentine traditions. The Mall, Fendi, D&G, Trussardi, Prada are the ideal opportunity to be 
immersed into Italian haute couture. 

Day 8 
Departure day 
Individual departure after breakfast at the hotel in Florence.

ACCOMODATION CLASSIC
- Milan (3 nights) 
- Colombo - or similar 
- Como (1 night) 
- Metropole Bellagio - or similar 
- Serravalle (1 night) 
- Monterotondo resort - or similar 
- Florence (2 nights) 
- Hotel Adler Cavalieri - or similar

ACCOMODATION DESIGN
- Milan (3 nights) 
- Straf Design - or similar 
- Como (1 night) 
- Grand Hotel Menaggio - or similar 
- Serravalle (1 night) 
- Monterotondo resort - or similar 
- Florence (2 nights) 
- Ferragamo Hotel - or similar

HIGHLIGHTS
Shopping streets Tour 
Outlets Tour Fashion Tour with a personal shopper 
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SICILY AND AMALFI COAST TOUR 14 days / 13 nights
Rates: starting from EUR 3.569,00  per person – in double room

from Sorrento to Salerno is some of Europe's most spectacular coastline: the Amalfitn Coast.
Amalfitan Coast has a mixture of history and nature, all to discover; from the Cathedral of Amalfi, to the villas 
in Ravello and the numerous churches built during the historical period of Amalfi's Republic. The road hugs 
the tight bends and curves of the cliffy coast, overlooking intensely blue waters and passing postcard villages
that cling to the cliff walls like matchbox houses. Glorious scenery, romantic charms of Positano, spectacular 
walks, rustic villages, wonderful fresh fish, heavenly mozzarella, delightful historic hotel….that’s all this tour!

We will visit the town of Amalfi with its unusual Duomo and the lush gardens of picturesque Ravello, and en-
joy boat rides on the astonishingly blue waters of the Mediterranean. 
This trip is great paired with a visit in the exhilarating city of Naples and to the fascinating Roman ruins of 
Pompeii. 

And then we will have a magical experience at Sicily’s evocative historical sites (Greek, Phoenician & Roman
sites) and discover splendid countryside and the surprising sicilian cities.
We planned this tour to relish these amazing sites and to let Sicily’s ancient history to permeates your soul. 
The tour is further enhanced by a beautiful landscape cloaked in early wildflowers, the scent of almond blos-
soms in the air, and flamingoes resting by a turquoise sea. We also explore Sicily’s vibrant cities, which is an 
energetic experience of sharp contrasts that link the past with the present. 

Combine all this with our insider contacts, a fabulous variety of culinary delights, and fabulous Mediterranean
markets, top spa hotels, and you can’t help but fall in love with this mesmerizing island.
Lasciati incantare!

REGIONS 
SICILY - CAMPANIA

CITIES 
Costiera Amalfitana
Napoli
Palermo
Catania
Taormina
Siracusa
Modica
Agrigento
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ITINERARY

Day 1
Arrival day (Positano e Ravello) (accommodation for 3 nights)
Our tour will start in the famous and unforgettable landscape of the Amalfi Coast (270 km). On one of the 
most beautiful stretches of coastline in the Province of Salerno, at the centre of the gulf formed by point 
Germano to the west and cape Sottile to the east.
After individual arrival and hotel accommodation in the morning in Ravello or Positano (depends on hotel loc-
ation), we will visit Ravello or Positano and in the afternoon after lunch we will move to Ravello or Positano.
Positano:
On two mountain slopes, those of Mounts Comune and S. Angelo at Tre Pizzi, stands Positano, in a splendid
panoramic position. After hotel accomodation we will walk to the town center where you will find the small 
Flavio Gioia square, among the delightful white or pastel-coloured houses, the parish church of Santa Maria 
Assunta, with its splendid majolica dome and numerous ceramics shops for which Positano is famous. In the 
afternoon we will discover Li Galli Isle, three rocks in front of Positano coast considered by ancients isles of 
Sirens. 
Ravello:
Founded probably in the 4th century a.C. by Roman populations escaping from barbarians, Ravello is situ-
ated in a splendid position, on a rocky spur astride the Dragon's and Reginna's Valleys. It is situated in a 
more eleva¬ted position than the other pearls of the Amalfi Coast and it can boast exceptional landscapes 
that have earned Villa Cimbrone's terrace the name of Terrace of Infinity. It then became an economic power,
seat of flourishing textile industries and as a result has left indirect testi¬monies in an elevated number of 
arti¬stic treasures of churches and villas. Among the numerous churches in Ravello, undoubtedly the 
Cathedral, ordered to be built by Orso Pavicio, the first bishop of the city and Chiesa del Toro, besides the 
famous S. Francesco cloister, deserve a particular mention.

Day 2
Sorrento day- trip
This land that has been depicted described and immortalized in song by artists, poets and travelers from 
every period of history. We will discover this international town, castled on a tufa headland, strolling in its 
small and picturesque streets, discovering the monuments and the Museum of Wood Intarsia. Then the his-
toric city centre, its harbours and gardens of orange and lemon trees used to product local famous Limon-
cello. Along the coast, rugged and inaccessible cliffs soar upwards between beautiful beaches, hidden 
caves, enchanting bays and sheltered coves. 

Day 3
Amalfi day-trip
By coach we will move to Amalfi. Along the road are a couple of viewing areas where we can stop so you 
may take a photograph and take in the breathtaking views of one of the most beautiful coastlines in the 
world. Amalfi is first mentioned in the 6th century, and soon acquired importance as a maritime power, trad-
ing its grain, salt and slaves from the interior. To see the important S. Andrew Duomo and its ancient bell-
tower, the amazing bronze doors and mosaic and the ancient shipyards where were built the one-hundred 
oars galleys used for spices, perfumes, oriental carpets and precious fabrics transportation. Interesting the 
Civic Museum where is preserved the “Amalpha Tabula” and the Farm Museum containing rustic machines 
and different tools belonged to ancient farm society. 

Day 4
Napoli (accommodation for 1 night)
The next morning we will move to Naples. 
After arrival we will have time to visit Napels, the largest city of Campania, capital of the province and the re-
gion. Naples is the most important industrial center and trading port for the South. It is situated halfway down
the Tyrrenia coast, at the innermost point of the Bay of Naples, between Vesuvius and the Phlegrean Fields. 
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In the vast urban area one can distinguish many different neighborhoods: the old center, characterized by 
buildings closely crowded together, is bordered on the west by the new administrative district and on the east
by the business district, into which flows almost all the road and rail traffic. Other neighborhoods, with narrow
climbing streets, rise around the base of the San Martino and Capodimonte hills. The original nucleus of the 
city can be found on the little island of Megaride. Occupied today by Egg Castle (Castel dell’ Ovo), it was first
a settlement of the Aegean Greeks, then the Rodi, followed by the Cumani, in the seventh and sixth centur-
ies B.C. After hotel accomodation We will take the rest of the day to have a city sightseeing and discover 
Maschio Angioino Castle, Incoronata Basilica, Umberto I Gallery, Palazzo Reale, Plebiscito Square. 
Day 5
Pompeii day-trip and transfer to Palermo
After breakfast in Naples we will move to Pompeii.
In the late afternoon we will return to Naples and in the evening we will leave by boat for Sicily (night voy-
age).
Day 6
Palermo day (accommodation for 1 night)
After our arrival in Palermo harbour and transfer to the our accommodation we will have a cultural tour fea-
tures the lovely squares of Quattro Canti, Piazza Pretoria, and Piazza Bellini. Note the exotic mixture of 
Moorish, Norman, and Spanish Baroque styles that make this city special. You also see the Palace of the 
Normans, La Martorana Church, and the Cathedral, which houses the Imperial Crown of Constance of Ar-
agon in its treasury. In the nearby town of Monreale, visit the 12th century Cathedral with its dazzling interior 
of multicolored marbles, paintings, mosaics and cloisters.

Day 7
Palermo and transfer to Catania (accommodation for 4 nights) 
The next morning we will have time to walk through the streets of Palermo by our own.
In the afternoon, after lunche, we will move to Catania. 
After our arrival at Catania in the late afternoon, we will have dinner and free time. 

Day 8
Volcano day-trip
We will experience the natural majesty of Mt. Etna. Each year, Etna attracts thousands of sightseers from all 
over the world and a visit to the crater is a must. Europe's largest active volcano, it continues to release 
smoke and ash over Sicily. Travel up the mountain by coach to personally witness the spectacular land-
scapes sculpted by fire. In the afternoon, visit a well-known local winery, famous for producing wines from 
grapes grown in the volcanic soil on the slopes of Mt. Etna. This evening you will enjoy a traditional dinner of 
local specialties and wines, with traditional Sicilian folk music.

Day 9
Catania day
Catania has an unique setting, lying in the shadow of Mount Etna. Culture, origins, traditions, history of a city 
and his magic atmosphere where folklore is perfectly represented by S. Agata Feast and historic markets. 
Cannot miss a visit in Duomo Square belted by baroques palaces and with the Elephant Fountain in the 
centre. Close to Duomo we will discover beautiful Biscari Palace, and the enchanting benedectine monastery
of S. Nicolo'. Strolling in the city we will visit other monuments of great importance: the Amenano Fountain, 
Asmundo di Gisira Palace, Ursino Castle, the Convent of St Maria dell’Indirizzo, the Porta Carlo V, the House
and Museum of Giovanni Verga, the Massimo Theatre.

Day 10
Taormina day-trip
Perched 200 meters above the sea, we will find Taormina. Here there are vistas looking out over the Ionio 
sea and the Volcano, Etna. The town is known worldwide for its tourist facilities and its natural beauty. The 
Duomo Square with the St Nicolo' Cathedral, the Church of St Agostino, the Church of St Giuseppe, Porta di 
Mezzo, Palazzo Ciampoli, Palazzo dei Duchi di St Stefano, the Convent of St Domenico, the Naumachia and
the theatre, dating back to the time of the Empire, are all worth visiting. With its long tradition of hospitality, it 
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is hardly surprising that Taormina has a fabulous cuisine with superb fish dishes and a host of delicacies us-
ing the local lemons.

Day 11
Siracuse day-trip
Walk in the footsteps of history and reflect on the grandeur of ancient Greece during an excursion to 
Siracusa. The city boasts as fine a collection of archaeological treasures as any island in Greece. A local ex-
pert guides you through the Archaeological Park, featuring an impressive collection of Greek and Roman an-
tiquities. Enjoy some free time in the historic old city before returning in hotel

Day 12
Modica day (accommodation for 1 night)
Modica is one of the most picturesque city of Sicily. Placed in southern site of Mount Iblei is formed by two 
original areas: Upper Modica with constructions that seems climb the hill and Bottom Modica in the valley 
where in the ancient flowed Ianni Mauro and Pozzo dei Pruni rivers, now covered by numerous floods. The 
Modica’s style and the urban design is late Baroque built after big earthquake of 1693. This makes the city 
unique and charming. In the historic centre baroque style and we can find characteristic streets, old crafts-
men shops, small houses and luxury palaces.

Day 13
Agrigento day (accommodation for 1 night)
Along the western coast of Sicily all the way down to the saltbeds to Agrigento (133 km). We will learn about 
ancient Greek cultures when you visit the Archeological Museum, known for its extensive collection of Greek 
vases and mosaics. We will visit the St. Spirito Monastery and the house of great writer Pirandello. Then, 
proceed to the stunning Valley of the Temples, one of the most important archeological sites in the world and 
a Unesco world-heritage site. From ancient times to the present day, the Valley of the Temples' ruins, land-
scape flora and colours have inspired poets, writers and painters. Here, get an up-close view of the temples 
of Hercules, June, Dioscuris, Vulcan and Olympian Zeus.

Day 14
Departure day
The last day at Sicily will end with breakfast in our hotel in Agrigento, afterwards indivdual departure.

Inclusion
ACCOMODATION
- Amalfitan Coast (3 nights) 
- Napoli (1 night) 
- Palermo (1 night) 
- Catania (4 nights) 
- Modica (1 night) 
- Agrigento (1 night)

HIGHLIGHTS
Spectacular views
Visit Architectural masterpieces 
Wine & gastronomic tasting 
Limoncello tasting
Undiscovered and picturesque villages
Positano ceramics 
Etna volcano tour

TRANSPORTATION
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Indipendent Tours 
Private car,Public transportation,Boats (when necessary) 
Semi-guided Tours 
Private car,Public transportation,Private luxury buses, 
Boats (when necessary) 
Fully-guided Tours 
Private luxury buses,Boats (when necessary)

EVENTS
According to the period we can visit some special events like: 
- Concerts in Ravello 
- Cartoons on the Bay (Positano) 
- S. Agata Feast 
- Sicilian folk music concerts
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SICILY BY BOAT 10 days / 09 nights
Rates: starting from EUR 2.595,00  per person – in double room

SICILY…is more than an island! Discover Sicily and discover the world. Sicily is almost a nation unto itself. 
The enchanting land where Archimedes taught and Saint Paul preached was a Greek colony, a Roman 
province, an Arab emirate and a Norman kingdom. The Phoenicians, Carthaginians, Swabians, Angevins 
and Aragonese made Sicily their own, leaving behind an eclectic history that you can still touch today. And 
Sicily will touch you. 

Sicilia, the island in the sun, is home to heavenly beaches, majestic mountains and Europe's greatest natural
wonder, Mount Etna. Sicily's coasts are gold with orange and lemon orchards. In northeastern Sicily you'll 
find lush forests. In the central regions you'll encounter rugged land and rolling hills. Dignified vineyards, 
ancient olive groves, hardy almond orchards and endless wheat fields complete the picture. Summer is 
amber land under a sky of blue. Winter finds palm trees dusted with snow in a surreal symphony. Spring is a 
rainbow of wild flowers set against greenest fields. 

We will discover Sicily, visit to major cities and sights and sail to Eolie Islands Catania. This unique itinerary 
by boat is the result of years of research enhanced by our Sicilian friends & relatives, and is bound to make 
you want to return to Sicily! Get an excellent overview of this fascinating island, as we spend time walking 
through a great variety of spectacular countryside as well as visiting Sicily’s remarkable wealth of 
archaeological sites. Fabulous Greek ruins, astonishing hilltowns, beautiful Baroque churches and delectable
pastry shops are all beckoning to be visited. Our island is a unique place full of art, archeology, history, 
folklore and breathtaking scenery. And, of course, great food. 

Alla scoperta della Sicilia!

REGIONS 
SICILY

CITIES 
Catania 
Taormina 
Aeolian Islands 
Palermo
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ITINERARY

Day 1 
Catania day (accommodation for 3 nights) 
The tour will start in Catania. We will drive through rich countryside to an undiscovered village replete with 
faded churches and curious townspeople. In Catania we discover the local Cathedral, Crociferi’s Street, 
cradle of catanese baroque, Church of Collegiata and the characteristic Fish Market. Then we will move to 
Acireale (20 km) and to the Cyclops’ Reefs raised from the sea. It’s supposed to be the rocks hurled by the 
Cyclops Polyphemus after Ulysses had blinded him by thrusting a blazing stake into his single eye. 

Day 2 
Taormina day-trip 
We will discover the romantic Taormina, including the Greek Theatre, where from the upper tiers there is an 
admirable view between the stage columns of the coastline and Etna; the Public Gardens, a terraced garden 
of flowers and exotic plants. We will walk along the main street and enjoy the fabulous panoramic view on 
the coastline. 

Day 3 
Volcano – Mount Etna day-trip 
Departure to the highest active Volcano in Europe, Mount Etna. Reach by private coach Piano Provenzana 
at 1.800 m./ 5906 ft., where the road ends. Travel up the mountain by coach to personally witness the spec-
tacular landscapes sculpted by fire. On the way up you can admire grown fields and vineyards. Our exciting 
walk takes us across the lava fields from the 1983 eruption above the town of Randazzo, which the lava flow 
narrowly missed. 

Aeolian Islands days (accommodation for 4 nights in hotel or on board of the ship) 
From the port of Milazzo we will board for a four day cruise to discover the enchanting Aeolian Islands:

Day 4 
Lipari and Volcano day 
Lipari is the largest of the Aeolian Islands. Upon arrival you will begin the walking tour of the Citadel or Acro-
polis with some archaeological remains. Here we will visit the Archaelogical Museum (Classic section). After-
wards we will enjoy a stroll along the main street Corso Vittorio Emauele. After lunch drive trhough the 27 
kms round trip: set out from Lipari Citta' in the direction of Canneto, to the north. We stop to the viewpoint of 
Quattrocchi, Quattropani, Porticello and Campo Bianco with the magnificent huge white cliffs of pumice. Stop
in Canneto to enjoy a refreshing "granita" before driving back to Lipari Citta'. 
Afterwards departure by hydrofoil to Vulcano: it was on this island that ancient greek mythology placed the 
forge of Hephaestus, the god of fire who worked as a blacksmith with the assistance of the Cyclops. Upon 
arrival, beginning of the walking tour of the village and the mud pool of Acqua di Bagno on the beach fed by 
hot springs, near the Faraglione, a rock with alum quarries. 

Day 5 
Salina e Panarea day 
Salina is recognisable from its distinctive two-humped profile, Didyme, its name in antiquity, meaning twins. 
This beautiful island offers to you the perfect place for a quite escursion in contact with the nature. We land 
in Santa Marina Salina, a stroll along Via Risorgimento where you can feel the traditional way of life of the Si-
cilians. Afterwards, we take by coach, a panoramic road offering many views of the jagged coastline. We 
pass the village of Malfa and we arrive at Pollara which is considered to be one of the most attractive and at-
mospheric stretches of coast on the Aeolian Islands, here parts of the film "Il Postino" (The Postman) was 
made. On the way back to Santa Marina Salina we have the opportunity to taste the famous "Malvasia delle 
Lipari" which is a strong, sweet, golden wine made from grapes that have been left to wither on the wine be-
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fore being picked. 
Panarea is the smallest of the Aeolian Islands. Upon arrival we will begin the walking tour: no cars, no roads,
no pollution! After 30 mins of walk we reach the Archaelogical remains of Punta Milazzese: a preistoric vil-
lage set high above the gorgeous bay of Cala Junco. Afterwards we continue to the center of the village, free
time for lunch. In the afternoon we continue the exploration of the island with the villages of Drauto, Iditella 
and San Pietro. 

Day 6 
Stromboli day 
Stromboli is an island-volcano wich possesses a sombre, disquieting beauty all of its own. Upon arrival we 
begin our exploration of the island: we will visit the village of San Vincenzo with is church. Afterwards we will 
visit the Greek Necropolis dated back to the IV° - III° Century B.C. rich in vases and terracota masks. We can
hike up to the crater: it makes for a unique and fascinating experience, as it provides the opportunity to won-
der at the phenomenal workings of Mother Nature. The route itself is beautiful, casting unforgettable views in 
all directions. 

Day 7 
Alicudi and Filicudi day 
Alicudi is the most isolated of the Aeolian Islands. The ancient name was Ericusa because the island was 
covered with heather. The island consists of a round cone wich is inhabited by no more than 100 people. 
Upon arrival we will begin the exploration of the island walking up to the Filo d'Arpa (literally, Harp String), 
which provides a magnificient view. About 2 hrs to the top and back. 
Filicudi consists of a group of craters: the highest is the Fossa delle Felci. Upon arrival we walk to reach the 
Preistoric Village situated on the promontory of Capo Graziano: this contains the remains of about 25 oval 
huts. From here we can appreciate a beautiful view of the bay. On the way back we will discover the village 
of Val di Chiesa. 

Day 8 
Palermo day (accommodation for 2 nights) 
Our cruise ends and the boat will take us to Palermo. 
After hotel accommodation, we will have a guided visit to Palermo, including the main Cathedral, the Church 
of St. John of the Hermits, the Palace of the Normans with dazzling mosaics considered the finest in Europe 
along with those of Constantinople and Ravenna. By night possibility to assist a typical show of Pupi Siciliani 
(Sicilian Puppet Theatre), proclaimed by Unesco as one of the masterpieces of the oral and intangible herit-
age of humanity. 

Day 9 
Montreale and Erice day-trip 
In the day after excursion to Monreale to visit the main Cathedral from the 12th C. famous for its beautiful 
mosaics and cloister and Erice , a small and very charming medieval town, situated 750 mt. above the sea. 

Day 10 
Departure day 
After breakfast in our hotel in Palermo, individual departure

ACCOMODATION 
Catania (3 nights) 
Aeolian Islands (4 nights) 
Palermo (3 nights)
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HIGHLIGHTS
Visit architectural masterpieces 
Etna volcano tour 
Aeolian Islands tour 
Wine & gastronomic tasting 
Outstanding Greek sites 
Undiscovered villages 
Great variety of walks 
Spectacular views 
Pristine beaches

TRANSPORTATION
Indipendent Tours 
Private car,Public transportation,Boats (when necessary) 
Fully-guided Tours 
Private luxury buses,Boats (when necessary)
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SICILY TOUR 09 days / 08 nights
Rates: starting from EUR 2.699,00  per person – in double room

And then we will have a magical experience at Sicily’s evocative historical sites (Greek, Phoenician & Roman
sites) and discover splendid countryside and the surprising sicilian cities.We planned this tour to relish these 
amazing sites and to let Sicily’s ancient history to permeates your soul. The tour is further enhanced by a 
beautiful landscape cloaked in early wildflowers, the scent of almond blossoms in the air, and flamingoes re-
sting by a turquoise sea. We also explore Sicily’s vibrant cities, which is an energetic experience of sharp 
contrasts that link the past with the present. Combine all this with our insider contacts, a fabulous variety of 
culinary delights, and fabulous Mediterranean markets, top spa hotels, and you can’t help but fall in love with 
this mesmerizing island. 
Lasciati incantare!

ITINERARY

Day 1
Catania day 
Catania has an unique setting, lying in the shadow of Mount Etna. Culture, origins, traditions, history of a city 
and his magic atmosphere where folklore is perfectly represented by S. Agata Feast and historic markets. 
Cannot miss a visit in Duomo Square belted by baroques palaces and with the Elephant Fountain in the 
centre. Close to Duomo we will discover beautiful Biscari Palace, and the enchanting benedectine monastery
of S. Nicolo'. Strolling in the city we will visit other monuments of great importance: the Amenano Fountain, 
Asmundo di Gisira Palace, Ursino Castle, the Convent of St Maria dell’Indirizzo, the Porta Carlo V, the House
and Museum of Giovanni Verga, the Massimo Theatre. 
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Day 2
Morning - Taormina 
Perched 200 meters above the sea, we will find Taormina. Here there are vistas looking out over the Ionio 
sea and the Volcano, Etna. The town is known worldwide for its tourist facilities and its natural beauty. The 
Duomo Square with the St Nicolo' Cathedral , the Church of St Agostino, the Church of St 
Giuseppe, Porta di Mezzo, Palazzo Ciampoli, Palazzo dei Duchi di St Stefano, the Convent of St Domenico, 
the Naumachia and the theatre, dating back to the time of the Empire, are all worth visiting. With its long tra-
dition of hospitality, it is hardly surprising that Taormina has a fabulous cuisine with superb fish dishes and a 
host of delicacies using the local lemons. 
Afternoon - Volcano – Mount Etna 
Departure to the highest active Volcano in Europe, Mount Etna. Reach by private coach Piano Provenzana 
at 1.800 m./ 5906 ft., where the road ends. Travel up the mountain by coach to personally witness the spec-
tacular landscapes sculpted by fire. On the way up you can admire grown fields and vineyards. Your exciting 
walk takes us across the lava fields from the 1983 eruption above the town of Randazzo, which the lava flow 
narrowly missed. 

Day 3
Siracuse day-trip - Marzamemi - Modica (accommodation for 1 night) 
Walk in the footsteps of history and reflect on the grandeur of ancient Greece during an excursion to 
Siracusa. The city boasts as fine a collection of archaeological treasures as any island in Greece. A local ex-
pert guides you through the Archaeological Park, featuring an impressive collection of Greek and Roman an-
tiquities. After lunch, you’ll visit the “tonnara” of Marzamemi, one of the most famous of the whole Sicily. Then
you’ll move to Modica for the hotel accomodation. 

Day 4
Modica half day – Agrigento ( accommodation for 1 night) 
Modica is one of the most picturesque city of Sicily. Placed in southern site of Mount Iblei is formed by two 
original areas: Upper Modica with constructions that seems climb the hill and Bottom Modica in the valley 
where in the ancient flowed Ianni Mauro and Pozzo dei Pruni rivers, now covered by numerous floods. The 
Modica’s style and the urban design is late Baroque built after big earthquake of 1693. This makes the city 
unique and charming. In the afternoon you’ll move to Agrigento: you will learn about ancient Greek cultures 
when you visit the Archeological Museum, known for its extensive collection of Greek vases and mosaics. 
We will visit the St. Spirito Monastery and the house of great writer Pirandello. Then, proceed to the stunning
Valley of the Temples, for a night visit of one of the most important archeological sites in the world and a Un-
esco world-heritage site. 

Day 5
Sciacca, Selinunte, Marsala ( accommodation for 1 night) 
In the morning you’ll reach Sciacca, rich in monuments and famous for its carnival. This town is in front of the
Island of Pantelleria, and it’s placed on the cost like an amphitheatre. The you’ll transfer to Selinunte to dis-
cover the archaeological site, which holds the huge ruins of temples with their enormous platforms, wrecked 
by earthquakes. In the afternoon, you’ll reach Marsala for the hotel accomodation and you’ll have a trip by 
boat to Isolalunga for having dinner. 

Day 6
Mozia, Erice ( accommodation for 1 night) 
In the morning, you’ll visit the salines of Mozia then you’ll reach Marsala for visiting the city and have a tast-
ing of local wine and product ay yhe historical and famuos “Donnafugata” cellars. In the afternoon visit Erice 
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and its monuments: Venus Castle, Balio’s garden and tower, Matrice Church, Punic Walls, S. Orsola’s 
Church and the Spanish Quarter. The you can enjoy a free tasting at the pastry “Antica pasticceria del con-
vento”. Accomodation at the hotel. 

Day 7
Alcamo, Palermo ( accommodation for 2 nights ) 
In the morning you’ll reach Alcamo, well known not only for the historical presences but also for the wines. 
For that reason, you’ll enjoy a wine tasting. 
In the afternoon, transfer to Palermo and free time to strolling around. Hotel accomodation. 

Day 8
Palermo – Monreale 
Half day guided tour of Palermo, visiting: the main Cathedral, the Church of St. John of the Hermits, the 
Palace of the Normans with dazzling mosaics considered the finest in Europe along with those of Con-
stantinople and Ravenna. By night possibility to assist a typical show of Pupi Siciliani (Sicilian Puppet 
Theatre), proclaimed by Unesco as one of the masterpieces of the oral and intangible heritage of humanity. 
In the afternoon, excursion to Monreale to visit the main Cathedral from the 12th C. famous for its beautiful 
mosaics and cloister. Transfer back to Palermo 

Day 9
Individual departures or extensions. 

Inclusion

ACCOMODATION 
Catania (2 nights) 
- Una Hotel – or similar 
- Modica (1 night) 
- Palazzo Failla – or similar 
- Agrigento (1 night) 
- Dioscuri Bay Palace – or similar 
- Marsala (1 night) 
- Locanda La Finestra Sul Sale – or similar 
- Erice (1 night) 
- Baia dei Mulini – or similar 
- Palermo (2 nights) 
- Grande Albergo Sole – or similar

HIGHLIGHTS

Taormina                                                
Escursion on Volcano Etna 
Visit to tuna fish culture 
Visit to saline 
Temple’s Valley 
Wine Tasting at Alcamo
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SINGLE TOUR 09 days / 08 nights
Rates: starting from EUR 1.999,00  per person – in double room

ITINERARY

Day 1 and Day 2 
Fashion days – Milan (accommodation for 2 nights) 
The tour starts in fashion capital. Milan remains the marketplace for Italian fashion – fashion aficionados, su-
permodels and international paparazzi descend upon the city twice a year for its spring and autumn fairs, 
while the world looks on. 
We will discover the classic monuments: the Duomo, the Vittorio Emanuele II Gallery, The Scala Opera 
House and its square, the Sforza Castle, the Monumental Cemetery, Santa Maria delle Grazie and Leonardo
da Vinci's Last Supper. 
But we will also discover historic Brera locals, trendy and fashion shops and Navigli area, with its picturesque
canals centre of Milanese amusements and parties. 
The tour will bring us in a special tour, by limousine, of the best locals of the city for aperitifs, fashion dinner 
clubs, discos and special events like speed dating, the new game that involves men and women meeting in a
room and finding out as much as they can about possible partners in three minutes, and eye gazing 

Day 3 and Day 4 
Adriatic days – Riccione (accommodation for 2 nights) 
The next stop will be Riccione, the vacation and garden city. Every one of the attributes that have made it 
famous all over the world can be used to describe Riccione. It offers only top quality services, making it one 
of the most popular tourist destinations in Europe: hundreds of first-class facilities; an enormous white, sandy
beach; recreation facilities and water sports of every type; a vivacious centre with countless places to shop; a
vast calendar of shows and events; and a lively, unforgettable night life. 
During the day you can have the opportunity to spend time laying on the beach or attend any sports or differ-
ent king of dance classes. Or shopping in one the most exclusive boutiques in Viale Ceccarini, drinking an 
aperitif in a fashionable club or spend your leisure time at a wellness centre. At night, our tour will take us to 
the most exclusive clubs such as Vallechiara, Moxie, Cocorico', Pascia', and Prince. 

Day 5 and Day 6 
Discos days – Milano marittima (accommodation for 2 nights) 
Milano Marittima is an exclusive and renowned resort. In recent years it has become "the place to be" for 
even the most demanding tourists. Surrounded by an ancient and lush pinewood, it combines a lively centre 
with a peaceful natural environment. Its sandy and clean beach is friendly, safe and ideal both for families 
and young people. During the day in you can relax or sunbathe on the beach, go shopping or visit a wellness
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centre. Afterwards, you can have an aperitif at a club on the beach. At night, we just have fun at the most ex-
clusive and famous discos such as Pineta and Papeete. 

Day 7 and Day 8 
Versilia days – Forte dei Marmi (accommodation for 2 nights) 
Our tour ends at Forte dei Marmi, a town that has become a world-famous tourist resort over the last century,
and where many VIPs spend their holidays. 
Part of the original area has been transformed successfully into delightful gardens and meadows with se-
cluded villas surrounded by greenery, thus maintaining respect for nature and for the soft contrasts of the sea
with its long stretches of sandy beach and its fascinating clubs, restaurants, high standard hotels and bathing
establishment and for the last end not for that less important its exclusive design boutiques on the lovely 
walks promenade. Stand by for three days of pure fun! During the day, you can relax at a beautiful spa, go 
shopping at exclusive boutiques, visit the famous market, or sunbathe on the beach. 
You can enjoy an aperitif or have brunch at the exclusive clubs on the beach or in a fashionable pub. Or how 
about a sightseeing tour to the cities of Pisa and Lucca? In the evening, we’ll visit clubs such as La Capan-
nina, Seven Apples and La Canniccia, and have dinner at the Twigg Restaurant, or go and dance all night 
long at the most trendy discos. 

Day 9 
Departure day 
After 2 days in Forte dei Marmi, individual departure after breakfast.

INCLUSIONS

ACCOMODATION 
- Milan (2 nights) 
- Riccione (2 nights) 
- Milano Marittima (2 nights) 
- Forte dei Marmi ( 2 nights)

HIGHLIGHTS
Italian Aperitifs and brunches 
Exclusives discos and night 
Trendy and fashion restaurants & pubs 
Locals tour 
Vip clubs entry 
Limousine service 
Post dancing Relax time 
Fashion and design

TRANSPORTATION
Fully-guided Tours 
Private luxury buses,Boats (when necessary)

EVENTS
According to the period we can visit some single party events like: 
Speed date dinner 
Single’s party Eye gazing 
S. Faustino Party
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SPORT TOUR 08 days / 07 nights
Rates: starting from EUR 2.999,00 per person – in double room

Italia…land of sport tradition and great champions...… 

Sport practice’s diffusion in all the world testify that sport has assumed great importance not only for body 
care but also like social, economic and political value 
Sport is integrated in society culture and follow changes of it, in a perfect symbiosis. 
Just think about the great traditions that sport introduces in the nations culture where is practised and the 
strict connection between sport and media (Tv, newspapers, events). 

Play your favourite sport wherever you go and with the right facilities and equipment. 
You can practice water sports, motor sports, x-treme sports, body and soul, winter sports. Everything 
plunged in the most beautiful Italian places. 

We will take part of special events and tournaments. 
We will take advantage of transfer services, booking services, communication services and outfit design, to 
have a very special holiday. 
Sport…scuola di vita!

PERIOD 
APRIL - SEPTEMBER
(Skiing only with snow and at high altitudes) 

LENGTH 
8 DAYS 
7 NIGHTS 
(Extension possibile: Sport in the mountains 2 days - 1 night)

REGIONS 
LOMBARDY - TUSCANY - EMILIA ROMAGNA

CITIES 
Milan 
Bologna and Maranello 
Florence and sourrounding
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ITINERARY

Day 1 
Golf day Milan (accommodation for 2 nights) 
The tour will start in Milan. After hotel accommodation we will move to the Golf Club of Monza after lunch. 
The golf court is placed near Milan and with its nature, it is a place where green secular trees and colorful 
flowers grow. 

Day 2 
Soccer day 
Acannot miss: A day dedicated to soccer, the most popular sport in Italy. San Siro is an important Italian 
stadium used in World Football Championship 1990 and where play two of the best Italian football teams: 
A.C. Milan and F.C. Internazionale. Will be possible to visit the stadium with his museum. 

Day 3 
Car day at Bologna (accommodation for 1 night) 
After breakfast in Milan we will move to Emilia Romagna, region of luxury car production. Ferrari, 
Lamborghini, Maserati…just some world famous brands. After hotel accommodation in Bologna, we will visit 
some famous car museums in Maranello or take car drive security lesson on the tracks where sports car are 
tested. Depending from the period is possible visit Bologna International Motor Show. 

Day 4 
Golf at Florence (accommodation for 1 night) 
After breakfast in Bologna, we will move to our golf-hotel near Florence, where we will spend the rest of our 
day playing golf.

Day 5 
Bike day in Maremma (accommodation for 1 night) 
The tuscan surrounding, the green hills, the small and typical roads crossing Maremma… an enchanting 
landscape where relax and admire the nature. We will take bikes and move through these roads to discover 
the hidden Tuscany. 

Day 6 and day 7 
Sea sports day at the Coast of Tirreno Sea (accommodation for 2 nights) 
We will move to the Coast of Tirreno Sea, where we will take sailing lessons in exclusive sailing clubs. 
It will also be possible to visit a diving centre and diving with professional subs. 

Day 8 
Departure day 
Individual departure, after breakfast and check-out in our hotel at the Coast of Tirreno Sea. 

Extension: 
Sports mountains days (accommodation for 1 night) 
Depending from the period and from snow presence, is possible have a two days extension to Alps where we
will dedicated us for skiing or for mountain trekking.

ACCOMODATION 
- Milan ( 3 nights) 
- Bologna (1 night) 
- Florence (1 night) 
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- Maremma 
- Versilia

HIGHLIGHTS
Every day you can practice a different sport: tennis, bike, vela, golf, sub, soccer, go kart, car, trekking, hiking 
& more..

TRANSPORTATION
Indipendent Tours 
Private car,Public transportation,Boats (when necessary) 
Fully-guided Tours 
Private luxury buses,Boats (when necessary)

EVENTS
According to the period we can visit some special sport events like: 
Various tournaments 
Golf clinic 
Regattas sailing 
Italian soccer championship’s competition 
Race competition 
Italian Open Tennis Championship 
Skiing World Cup. 
Bologna International Motor Show
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WELLNESS TOUR 10 days / 09 nights
Rates: starting from EUR 3.299,00  per person – in double room

Spa, beauty-farms, thermal baths are the response to the wide request of wellness and personal care to fight
stressed life-style and routines of every day. 
A regenerating break to take any time you want to dedicate yourself at benefits of massages, natural 
therapies and treatments. Terme, once are knowed by the ancient romans and are diped in unique lands, 
riches of nature and history. 

Your body and mind care's will be go with cultural visit and gastronomy roads. 
Dedicated to everybody look for a slow time and a special wellness vacation. 

To all partecipants will be send an informative brochure to compile with personal information and give us 
back. It will be helpful to prepare personalized wellness treatments. 

Buon relax!

PERIOD 
All year 

LENGTH 
10 DAYS 
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9 NIGHTS 
(Possibile extensions: 1. Garda Lake: 3 days - 2 nights or 2. Ischia 4 days - 3 nights)

REGIONS 
TUSCANY - EMILIA ROMAGNA

CITIES 
Siena and surroundings 
Florence 
Pisa 
Parma 
Post tour extentions: 
Garda Lake 
Ischia and Capri

ITINERARY

Day 1 
Arrival day (Siena and surroundings) (acommodation for 2 nights) 
After individual arrival in the morning, the tour starts in the heart of Tuscany for a relaxing and regenerating 
holiday. Adler Spa in Val d'Orcia will be our accommodation. We will enjoy the bubbling water in the spacious
pools surrounded by the green hills of Tuscany. Our Adler Aquae World awaits you for relaxing baths and re-
generating saunas and the pampering Spa treatments of our Adler SPA will make your stay unforgettable. 
You can also keep yourself in form during your holidays. You can train in the open air or in our Adler Fit, 
World of Fitness. Yoga, Acqua gym, pilates, stretching and many other classes will make you find your bal-
ance. 

Day 2 
Saturnia Thermae day-trip 
We will take a day to visit the Saturnia Thermae. Saturnia has no need for an introduction. It is located just a 
short distance away from the famous thermal springs and blends in perfectly with the Maremma area's typ-
ical, gently rolling hills. Everything is focused on guest's well being. Their psycho-physical balance is given 
the utmost care and their well being is to be build and maintained through five equally fundamental and in-
tegral elements such as hydrotherapy, beauty, stress management, diet and fitness. 

Day 3 
Outlet day (Siena - Florence) including transfer to Florence (accommodation for 2 nights) 
At the last day of our stay in Siena will take time to discover Italian fashion and style and shopping on the 
road between Siena and Florence (120 km) in the outlet most famous Like: The Mall, prada, Dolce e Gab-
bana & more. 
The tour will end at our hotel Grotta Giusti, which is placed a few km from Florence. 
It's a prestigious, enchanced hotel in a peaceful green park with swimming pool and tennis court. 

Day 4 
Golf & Spa day 
Grotta Giusti benefits from its very own thermal cave, a fascinating natural cave with a hot water under-
ground lake in which guests can enjoy a relaxing and detoxifying steam bath. In addition to the steam baths, 
the Spa offers mud therapy, ozonized baths in thermal water, massages, inhalation treatment,a new area for 
Oriental Disciplines, a gym center, an avant garde Aesthetic Medicine Centre and a spacious relaxation 
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zone. 
The new open-air thermal swimming pool, a high-tech facility measuring 750 sq. m., with a large and spec-
tacular waterfall and underwater hydromassage in spa water. 
The Wellness Centre offers a range of thermal and aesthetic treatments aimed at keeping you in perfect psy-
cho-physical shape. Inside the centre, the new area dedicated to the Orient proposes ancient disciplines and
invigorating techniques for re-establishing a correct inner. At the foot of the hills of Monsummano, Grotta 
Giusti Spa Hotel is the ideal place for golfers who wish to combine sport with relaxation and wellbeing. 

Day 5 
Florence day-trip 
After a short transfer from our hotel to the city centre of Florence, we will have the entire day for a cultural 
visit of Florence. 

Day 6 
Pisa Relaxing day (accommodation for 2 nights) 
After breakfast in Florence, the tour brings us to Pisa - our accommodation will be San Giuliano Thermal 
Hotel or Tombolo SPA, where we will relax for 2 days. ater with beneficial effects naturally rich in vital curat-
ive elements, gush forth at the foot of Mount San Giuliano at the Spa out of different springs and are 
gathered in two groups called the "East Baths" (40 C temperature) and the "West Baths" (38 C temperature).
The different types of mud formed by the waters are famous and the mud and the baths at San Giuliano are 
particularly prescribed for rheumatic illnesses and the after-effects of injury and sprains. San Giuliano Well-
ness Centre is in an advantageous position between Pisa and Lucca and thus it is an unequalled departure 
point for urbanistic, architectural and figurative excursions to the Tuscan cities of art like Pisa with its Square 
of Miracles and the Leaning Tower, famous all over the world. 

There are places where a traditional holiday can be combined with selfcare. The Tombolo Talasso Resort is 
one such place. Immersed in its own 4 hectares park at Marina di Castagneto in the heart of ethe etruscan 
riviera the complex provides rooms and suites of a superior standard of comfort. Our staff are available for 
our guests needs 24 hours a day. 
In the 5 pools in the thalassotherapy grotto one can explore the benefits that sea water offers. These benefits
can be combined with programs and beauty treatments in our health spa. The restaurant on the ground floor,
its adjoining v.i.p. lounges and the large outdoor terrace overlooking the sea constitute the ideal environment 
in which to flavor the best recipes of regional Italian cuisine prepared by our skilled chefs. 

Day 7 
Thermal water day 
This day we will have the entire day for relaxing and enjoying our stay in our wellness hotel. 

Day 8 
Salsobromoiodic day near Parma (accommodation fot 2 nights) 
The reknowed Spa centre of Salsomaggiore Terme is a place where we can appreciate all the pleasures and
benefits of a relaxing thermal holiday. That's odd but in the age of advanced technology it is water still keep-
ing a basic role in wellbeing and health. Promote and protect your health by prevention and care. The water 
salsobromoiodica is a natural and unique product, cold, hypertonic, extracted from wells deep up to 1200 
meters with more than 150 grams of salt per litre. A regenerating water, revitalizing, anti-inflammatory and 
analgesic. The land soaked with this water is rich of mineral salt and begins thermal mud practices body re-
activation, mobility and wellness. 

Day 9 
Castles day-trip 
Parma is also the land of castles of Parma and Piacenza Dukemon. So we will take time to visit some of 
them (one or two) and tasting local gastronomic specialities at our 2 in this wonderful region. 
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Day 10 
Departure day 
The last day of our tour will end with the breakfast in our hotel near Parma, afterwards individual departure. 

EXTENSION: 

Garda Lake extension in Sirmione (accommodation for 2 nights) 
Day 1 
After breakfast in Parma we will move to Sirmione, where we will spend the next 2 days. 
Sirmione, is located in the bottom side of the lake and has some Spa hotels that will be our accommodation. 
Wellness treatments are possibile in following centres: 
The Catullo Spa complex, in the old town of Sirmione,opens directly onto the splendid shores of Lake Garda.
The complex offers all types of inhalation treatment, mud-therapy and bathing-therapy, various types of 
manual and underwater massages, as well as treatment for vascular, gynecological and dermatological dis-
eases. 
The Virgilio Spa complex is close to the base of the Sirmione peninsula. It was constructed in 1987, and of-
fers the most modern equipment for Spa treatment. Here has been transferred, from Catullo Centre, the 
centre for Bronchopneumopathy. An extremely well-appointed thermal pool offers relaxing views over Lake 
Garda, and was purpose built in order to offer patients the opportunity to unwind and enjoy the incomparable 
panorama through the picture windows. Naturally patients can also receive physiotherapy and treatment for 
vascular disease from our specialist staff at the thermal pool. 

Day 2 
Wellness day 
We will have the entire day to get to know the beautiful landscape of Garda lake. This area is a place with a 
agreeable climate all the year, a natural training ground for sailing, as the countless regattas and champion-
ships demonstrate. Lake Garda also offers canyoning, trekking and climbing, an excellent and very natural 
way to get to know the surrounding area. 

Day 3 
Departure Day 
The 3. and last day at Sirmione will end with breakfast in our hotel, afterwards individual departure. 

Ischia & Capri extensions (accomodation for 3 nights) 
Day 1 
After breakfast we will move to Ischia, where we will spent the rest of our day. 
Located just off the coast of Naples, Italy, Ischia is renowned for its thermal springs used to develop skincare
products. 
Ischia Thermae has been harnessing the power of the natural goodness of the Island of Ischia since 1892. 
But Ischia is not only rich in thermal springs with numerous therapeutic virtues, it also boasts a fortunate geo-
graphic position which guarantees ideal climatic and environmental conditions for restoring the body and the 
spirit on the entire island: the rocky cliffs of Epomeo, the vineyard cultivation on the gently rolling hills, the re-
laxing pine groves, the fresh sea breeze, the beaches and the abundance of suggestive panoramas make 
the ancient land of Inarime a sweet, enchanted garden where one can enjoy the benefits of the springs of 
eternal youth. 
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The Regina Isabella Thermal Center, set on the antique roman thermal baths of Santa Restituta coniugates 
the traditional culture of health with the most sophisticated modern equipments. A medical staff highly quali-
fied follows every day, constantly, those who follow thermal treatments. 
In this extension we will discover Ischia having a thermal tour in most famous thermal establishments and 
thermal parks like Poseidon Gardens, Eden Gardens and Aphrodite Gardens.

Day 2 
Capri day-trip 
Today we will visit Capri. Some hours spent on the Mediterranean sea surrounding the island. Sailing in the 
turquoise waters that is the only way to explore some of the most beautiful parts of the island. In fact, many 
of the most enchanting stretches of the Capri coastline are completely inaccessible by land. By boat visitors 
are able to reach those secluded bays which are just perfect for swimming or sun bathing - far from the 
crowds crammed onto the tiny pebble beaches. 

Day 3 
Relax day 
A whole day relaxing at our hotel at Ischia.

Day 4 
Departure day 
Individual departure after breakfast.

Inclusion

ACCOMODATION 
- Florence (3 nights) 
- Pisa (2 nights) 
- Parma (2 nights) 
- Extentions: 
- Garda Lake (2 nights) 
- Ischia (3 nights)

HIGHLIGHTS
Wellness treatments ( different in every spa) 
Shopping tours 
Cultural tours 
Shopping in famous outlets (The Mall, Prada, D&G and more...) 
Castles in Parma and Piacenza Dukemon

TRANSPORTATION
Indipendent Tours 
Private car,Public transportation,Boats (when necessary) 
Semi-guided Tours 
Private car,Public transportation,Private luxury buses, 
Boats (when necessary)
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